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ABSTRACT

Electrospun nanofibres are being developed at an ever increasing rate for a range
of applications. The intended applications vary widely, from tissue engineering
inspired by natural tissue scaffolds, to energy applications as high surface area
electrodes in batteries and fuel cell devices. However, the ability to routinely
characterise the individual fibres themselves is still catching up with the rate and
sophistication of their development.

The characterisation of individual electrospun fibres in regards to their mechanical
properties is the main focus of this thesis. Understanding individual nanofibre
mechanical properties is important for predicting their suitability in an intended
application and can also provide unique fundamental insights into the mechanical
behaviour of polymers at any scale. Current techniques for characterising individual
electrospun nanofibres can be prohibitively expensive, overly time consuming or not
widely available in most research labs. Although the use of the atomic force
microscope (AFM) is not new in the field of characterising the mechanical properties
of individual nanofibres, this thesis presents a more streamlined and inexpensive
approach, which is achievable by any research lab with access to an AFM.

The lateral twist of AFM cantilevers was employed as the force sensor for the
mechanical tests and the crucial step of lateral force calibration was investigated in
Chapter 3. A recently published method using a glass fibre of known dimensions was
utilised for the lateral force calibration but slightly modified and expanded upon. The
significant effect on the lateral conversion factor of the fibre snagging point along the
II

tips height and the non-linearity of the AFM photosensitive detector were
investigated and able to be accounted for.

The mechanical properties of individual electrospun nanofibres made from a
diverse range of polymers were then measured in Chapter 4. The polymers studied
were glassy (poly(styrene) (PS), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)) and rubbery(poly(styrene-b-isobutylene-b-styrene) (SIBS)
and synthetic elastin (SE)). While no significant change in the Young’s modulus
compared to bulk values was observed for the glassy polymers, the rubbery polymers
showed more than an order of magnitude increase in Young’s modulus compared to
bulk values. All the glassy polymers showed a brittle to ductile transition at the
nanoscale which was attributed to the lack of significant defects and possibly to the
alignment of polymer chains in the fibres axial direction caused by the
electrospinning process.
Hydrogel nanofibres were produced by crosslinking neat electrospun PAA with
short wave, 100 nm to 280 nm UV (UVC) radiation as presented in Chapter 5. While
the crosslinking of neat PAA with UVC radiation had been described previously, it is
practically utilised here for the first time. The actuation force generated by the
individual PAA nanofibres when held at increasing constant pre-strains was
measured successfully for the first time and found to follow models developed for
bulk scale diffusion driven actuators. The degradation of individual PLGA
nanofibres in PBS solution at 37oC was then monitored in Chapter 6. However, the
large shrinkage and resulting breakage of the PLGA nanofibres themselves prevented
monitoring of their mechanical properties over the full degradation life time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.INTRODUCTION
1. 1 Motivation

Nanotechnology is a blanket term that is used across all scientific fields to group
the study and manipulation of matter at the nanoscale. Advances in the tools
available to investigate matter at the nanoscale have led to an exponential increase in
the amount of published nanotechnology research since the mid 1990s.1 Despite the
exploding interest in nanotechnology, the measurement of properties at the nanoscale
is still a relatively young and emerging field. Particularly as new kinds of
nanomaterials are produced, so too must new and inventive ways of characterising
them be developed. The work presented in this thesis aims to improve upon the
current characterisation methods available for measuring the mechanical properties
of nanofibres in particular. This introduction serves as a broad review of the current
methods available for producing and characterising nanofibres along with a critical
analysis of why more work needs to be done in this area.

1. 2 Nanofibres

Nanomaterials in the form of nanofibres, either individually or as part of a larger
scaffold, are being trialled for a wide variety of applications where their high surface
area or unique properties are of use. The nanofibres can be made up of a range of
neat materials or composites and are being produced via a variety of methods
involving self assembly,2–5 preformed templates,3,6,7 rotary jet-spinning8 or most
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commonly electrospinning.9 However the rate of production of the huge variety of
nanofibres is currently outpacing the ability to routinely characterise them much
beyond simple imaging. In particular, determining the full spectrum of mechanical
properties of individual nanofibres is still an emerging field.

1.2.1

Applications of nanofibres and their required properties

The applications of nanofibres vary widely (Figure 1.1). Typical applications
include

those

where

biocompatibility

is

important10–15

such

as

wound

dressings,16tissue engineering scaffolds,17–20 or directly implantable drug delivery
membranes.21 Other applications include electrodes for electrocatalytic oxidation of
methanol,22 photovoltaics23 or batteries24,25 and strong, but light weight
membranes,26,27 and functionalised filters.28,29

The properties of nanofibres that lead to their use in all of these applications are
their high surface area to volume ratio and the ability to be made out of a large range
of materials or composites. The high surface area to volume ratio of conducting
nanofibres leads to significantly higher electrical responses per gram of material,
which for batteries and photovoltaics for example, can significantly reduce the
overall size and cost of the final device. In drug delivery and tissue engineering the
high surface area and porosity can provide unique drug release profiles and improved
interactions with individual cells.

The mechanical properties of nanofibres need to be sufficient to allow handling.
In some applications the material can also be subjected to additional external
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stresses. In tissue engineering, for example, the nanofibre structure needs to be able
to maintain its integrity when applied in a supportive role such as a scaffold for tissue
re-growth.30,31 Additionally, the Young’s modulus (E) of an implanted scaffold
should not greatly exceed that of the tissue. If the scaffold material shields the
growing tissue from the stresses it is naturally intended to experience, the tissue will
not reach its desired properties.32–34 These examples show that the successful
utilisation of nanofibres can depend upon their mechanical properties, with strength,
modulus, elongation at break and toughness all likely to be important factors in
different situations. Clearly, techniques that enable the measurement of these
properties will assist in the development of applications for nanofibres and their
assemblies.

a

b

c

d

Figure 1.1. Some visual examples of nanofibres and their possible applications including a (a)
TEM image of a carbon nanofibre covered in Pt nanoparticles for use as part of a catalytic
electrode in low temperature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells35 and an (b) SEM image
of carbon nanofibres coated in iron oxide nanorods as a material for lithium-ion battery anodes.
Also shown are SEM images of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), gelatine and α-elastin composite
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(PGE) nanofibres both (c) bare and (d) with H9c2 rat myoblasts growing throughout the PGE
nanofibre matrix.36

1.2.1.1 Changes in mechanical properties of materials at the nanoscale

Reducing the size of a material down to the nanoscale can affect its mechanical
properties but there is no universal trend that can be assumed as each material
responds differently. Material classes such as metals and polymers are also too broad
to generalise in terms of an increase or decreases in the mechanical properties. The
Young’s modulus (E) of silver37 and zinc oxide38 nanofibres decreases from the bulk
value below a radius of 60 nm. The E of Si nanofibres remain unchanged from the
bulk down to a radius of 40 nm39,40 until below 30 nm when the modulus begins to
drop.41 The yield stress was observed to increase from that of the bulk for nanofibres
of SiO,39 gold42 and ZnO43 which has been attributed to a lack of defects in the
nanofibres. However, the mechanism for the increase in yield stress is alternatively
attributed to the spacing between crystal twin boundaries which can have
contradictory effects depending on the overall geometry of the nanofibre, i.e., square
or circular.5,44 For polymers, both an increase45–48 and decrease49,50 in E has been
observed with decreasing diameter of nanofibres. The mechanisms used to explain an
increase in E at the nanoscale include increased polymer chain alignment or
crystallinity while a decrease in modulus has been explained through increased
surface mobility of polymer chains. Despite the possible changes in E of polymers at
the nanoscale, the properties remain within an order of magnitude of those at the bulk
scale. Further discussion on the effect of decreasing nanofibre diameter on the
mechanical properties of polymers is included as part of the discussion of results in
chapter 3.
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Further work needs to be done to both observe and understand the changes in
mechanical properties at the nanoscale. At this stage in time, materials need to be
considered on a case by case basis as overall trends are yet to emerge. In addition,
there is little information available on the strength and toughness of nanofibres, as
these properties are typically more difficult to measure than modulus. An
understanding of the full range of mechanical properties of materials at the nanoscale
is critical in producing new nanofibre materials targeted for specific applications. A
key step in increasing the available knowledge on mechanical properties at the
nanoscale is improving the current characterisation techniques.

1.2.2

Existing methods for determining the mechanical properties of
nanofibres

The mechanical properties of the macro-scale mats made up of nanofibres can be
investigated using traditional testing methods.27,51–55 However, gaining insight into
the properties of the individual fibres is still an emerging field. The difficulty with
testing individual nanofibres arises from their mechanical properties being well
below the detectable limit of standard mechanical testing equipment, as well as
difficulties associated with isolating and handling a single fibre. A variety of
methods have been developed to test individual nanofibres56 but so far no single
‘best’ approach has emerged. The methods range from the use of a commercial nanotensile tester,47,57,58 to microelectronic mechanical systems (MEMS)7,59 or more
commonly a broad range of approaches involving the atomic force microscope
(AFM). The commercial nano-tensile tester benefits from being easy to set up and
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use but is limited by its force resolution (50 nN) and lack of availability in most
research labs. The use of MEMS is a highly accurate approach to mechanical testing
of nanofibres. However, mounting individual nanofibres and manipulating the
MEMS, typically within an SEM, is difficult, time consuming and not widely
available in research labs. The AFM has become the most popular choice because of
its high force resolution and availability to most research labs. However, as will be
discussed in the following sections, the AFM is not specifically designed with
mechanical testing applications in mind. As such, a large range of approaches for
mechanical testing with the AFM are still being proposed with each technique having
their own advantages and disadvantages.

1. 3 Atomic force microscope

The first publication to describe and coin the term ‘atomic force microscope’ was
published in 198660 by a group of scientists already experienced in the field of
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM). Atomic resolution images were already
being achieved by STM61 whereby a probe scans a surface at a distance of 5 to 10 Å
and a small tunnelling current (nA to pA) is passed through an insulator such as air
or water to a conducting surface. The tunnelling current is then related to the distance
of the tip to the conducting sample. The AFM, however, measures the force
produced between a tip and a sample so that both conducting and insulating surfaces
can be examined down to atomic resolution. As well as imaging surfaces, the low
spring constants of the cantilevers used allow for forces down to the atomic level to
be measured such as 0.1 µN for the breaking of an ionic bond to 10 pN for a
hydrogen bond.62,63
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The ability of AFM to operate under ambient conditions gives it an advantage
over other high resolution microscopy techniques such as the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) in that hydrated and even living biological samples can be
examined. Detailed three dimensional topographic images with a vertical range
typically up to 15µm, depending on the AFM, are also produced which is not
possible with SEM. The length of a region being imaged can range from the atomic
level to more than 100µm depending on the capabilities of the chosen AFM.

The basic principle of AFM is that the force between a tip at the end of a
cantilever and a surface causes the cantilever to bend a corresponding amount. The
deflection of the cantilever is then measured, most commonly, by the change in
deflection angle of a laser reflected off the cantilever’s backside on to a photosensitive detector (PSD) (Figure 1.2).64 The sample or the tip, depending on the
AFM, is moved by highly accurate piezoelectric motors to interact with the sample.
By scanning the cantilever across the sample surface and keeping the normal
deflection of the cantilever constant using the feedback signal driving the piezo
vertical movement, a topographical image of the sample surface can be obtained.
Alternatively, by measuring the deflection of the cantilever while lowering it into
contact with the sample surface then pulling it away a force-distance curve can be
obtained. From a force distance curve important information such as the sample
stiffness and surface adhesive or repulsive forces at the nano-scale can be
determined.
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Figure 1.2. Schematic diagram of a typical configuration of an AFM. The deflection of the
cantilever is measured by the change in position of the laser reflected off its backside on to the
PSD. A feedback loop from the PSD into the cantilever piezo motor can then be used to keep the
deflection of the cantilever constant depending on the imaging mode used.

This introduction to AFM is only a very brief description of the basics of an AFM
and does not include a detailed description of the huge range of imaging and force
measurement modes that are currently carried out with the AFM.63 Imaging is carried
out in a number of modes that involve different operating conditions of the AFM
cantilever. Some examples of imaging modes include contact, non-contact,
intermittent contact or ‘tapping’ and force modulation modes. In addition to surface
topography these imaging modes can elucidate other material properties such as
stiffness, tip-sample adhesion or friction. Lateral force microscopy uses the lateral
deflection (or torsion) of the cantilever collected during a contact mode scan. The
lateral deflection highlights regions with differing friction between the tip and
sample. The observed change in friction can then be related to the sample’s inherent
properties at the nanoscale (Figure 1.3).65–67 More detailed descriptions of AFM
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imaging modes, and the signals that are used as feedback, can be found in recent
reviews68–70 and textbooks.63,71

a

b

Figure 1.3. A contact mode AFM image (3 X 3 µm2) of a monolayer of mixed hydrocarbon and
fluorocarbon ionic surfactants using the (a) height and (b) lateral force information obtained
simultaneously in the one scan. The height information is gained from keeping the cantilever at
a constant normal deflection via a feedback loop to the vertical piezo motor. The lateral force
information is gained from the lateral deflection or twisting of the cantilever. The height image
scale has bright being the highest and dark being the lowest, while the lateral force image has
the light being the higher friction and dark being the lower friction. The small islands with
greater height and lower friction are the hydrocarbon domains while the lower height and
greater friction areas are the fluorocarbon sea.66

As well as using an unaltered AFM tip to physically interact with a sample,
additional techniques including chemical force microscopy with functionalised tips,72
magnetic force microscopy,73,74 and conducting probe atomic force microscopy75 to
name a few, are now routine in a number of applications.74,76,77 The major application
of AFM in this thesis, along with routine imaging, is in measuring the mechanical
properties of individual electrospun nanofibres, using the lateral deflection of the
cantilever as a force sensor. The method will be discussed in more detail in the
following section.
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Mechanical testing of individual nanofibres with the AFM

One of the most common and widely accepted approaches for determining the
hardness and E of a thin film or nanofibre with the AFM is nanoindentation.78,79
Nanoindentation involves analysing an AFM force-distance curve, using condition
appropriate variations of the Hertz contact model for determination of the hardness
and/or E. However, accurate measurements rely on a knowledge of the tip geometry,
sample thickness and roughness, tip-sample interaction forces and the appropriate
choice of model to fit these parameters.80–82

A more complete mechanical test similar to a standard tensile test where the
nanofibre can be stretched to break can also be obtained using the AFM. The tests
are carried out in a variety of configurations for the sample, substrate and cantilever.
Typically, the mechanical test consists of a free standing fibre, pinned at two points
each side of a trench, which can then be either loaded normally or laterally at the
centre of its pinned length by the AFM cantilever.83–87 The deflection of the AFM
cantilever during loading of the nanofibre is a measure of the stress felt by the fibre,
and the cantilever travel is a measure of the fibre strain.

Pinning the nanofibre down at the edges of a trench can be a point of difficulty for
mechanical testing with the AFM. Nanofibres have been successfully pinned down
by simply relying on the inherent adhesive force between the nanofibre and sides of
the trench,83–87 by depositing Pt over the fibre with the electron beam of an SEM42,88
or by sticking them down with adhesive tape89 to name a few approaches. The
materials used for the trench which the nanofibre spans include porous
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etched

silicon42,84,92

and

moulded

poly(dimethylsiloxane)

(PDMS).85A unique approach that simultaneously forms a trench and pins a
nanofibre across it involves embedding an entire nanowire on top of a layer of
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) but beneath a layer of photoresist. A mask and
photolithography can be used etch out a trench of the required width in the
photoresist. The exposed PMMA can then be etched away with plasma to leave a
portion of the nanowire suspended across a trench (Figure 1.4).39

Figure 1.4. Schematic of a method for suspending a single Si nanowire across a trench for
mechanical testing with an AFM (adapted from 39)

Normal loading of the nanofibre with an AFM cantilever has the advantage of
easy calibration of the measured cantilever deflection to a force and the method has
been extensively used to measure the E of nanofibres.83,84,90,91,93 However, the limited
z-range of most AFM head piezo scanners (typically up to ~20 µm) prevents the
AFM from being able to stretch most nanofibres to break. Also the difficulty
involved with the nanofibre slipping off the tip during loading limits its suitability.
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Laterally loading a nanofibre suspended across a trench takes advantage of the
much larger x and y range of the AFM head piezo (up to ~90 µm) and enables most
fibres to be stretched until break.85,88 This feature enables the full tensile stress strain
curve to be obtained to provide a measure of E, yield strength, tensile strength,
elongation at break and toughness. However, the methods presented so far for lateral
loading of a suspended nanofibre have been limited to specific materials and are
overly time intensive for sample preparation. Additionally the ideal method for the
calibration of cantilever lateral deflection to a force is still a matter of debate and
there is little consensus on a single solution94, as described in the next section.

1.3.1.1 Lateral force calibration of AFM cantilevers

The lateral force calibration of AFM cantilevers is still an emerging field despite
qualitative friction force measurements being produced with the AFM for almost25
years.95 In addition, the normal force calibration of AFM cantilevers is now a routine
measurement that almost all modern AFMs are capable of by default. Broadly
speaking, there are two major difficulties in producing a successful lateral force
calibration that differentiate it and make it more difficult than calibration of the
normal deflection force. Firstly, determining the torsion angle of a laterally deflected
cantilever is not straightforward. Secondly, determining the force to torsion angle
cannot yet be achieved by a single convenient measurement.
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Fundamentals of AFM lateral force measurement

When considering calibration methods for relating force to the lateral deflection
of an AFM cantilever it is important to understand its fundamental operation. a The
AFM is used as a force sensor by measuring the resulting deflection of the cantilever
upon interaction with the sample. The deflection of the cantilever is typically
measured by changes in the reflected angle of a laser from its backside which is
detected at a PSD (Figure 1.5).64 The relationship between the lateral deflection (∆xl
as defined in Figure 1.5) and the observed lateral PSD signal (∆Vl) over small
deflections is linear and so can be expressed as:

∆Vl = Sl∆xl

(1.1)

where Sl is referred to as the lateral sensitivity of the PSD with units of V m-1. The
lateral sensitivity is instrument specific and can be affected by the laser position on
the cantilever, the medium that the laser is travelling through (air or liquid), any
inherent non-linearity of the PSD and the total signal as a result of how reflective the
cantilever is. For these reasons, Sl needs to be calibrated for each individual
cantilever and AFM used.

a

For the sake of simplicity only the lateral deflection (twist) of the cantilever will be discussed
here, although most of the terminology and reasoning is interchangeable with the normal deflection.
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(b)

(a)

∆Vl

l

t
w

∆θ

h
Fl

∆xl
Figure 1.5. Schematic diagram of the fundamental make up of a typical AFM. This includes the
laser reflected off the backside of a cantilever and detected at a segmented PSD. Firstly (a) the
laser is set to some baseline value on the PSD by adjusting mirrors in the laser path (not shown)
with the cantilever at rest, then (b) as the cantilever is deflected a distance (∆xl) by a force (F)
acting on the tip, the position of the laser beam on the PSD is shifted. The normal deflection
(∆Vn) is determined from the top-bottom difference [(A+B) – (C+D)] and the lateral deflection
(∆Vl) is determined from the left-right difference [(A+C) – (B+D)].

The relationship between the lateral force between the tip and substrate (defined
in Figure 1.5) and ∆xl is also linear and can be expressed as:

Fl = kl∆xl

(1.2)

where Fl is the lateral force and kl is referred to as the lateral spring constant of the
cantilever with units of N m-1. Unlike the lateral sensitivity, the lateral spring
constant is an inherent property of a cantilever arising from its geometry and material
properties, so its value does not depend upon the AFM instrument beingused.

To summarise so far in practical terms, an interaction between the cantilever tip
and sample causes the cantilever to twist by ∆xl which is measured as ∆Vl. In order to
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convert the measured ∆Vl to a force (Fl), firstly the PSD sensitivity (Sl) must be
known to determine the deflection (∆xl) and the cantilever spring constant (kl) must
be known to then convert ∆xl to a force (Fl). Alternatively a direct conversion factor
can be determined:

Fl = αl∆Vl

(1.3)

where αl is referred to as the lateral conversion factor in units of N V-1. Because the
lateral conversion factor includes the sensitivity, it is instrument and cantilever
specific.

1.3.1.1.2

Existing calibration methods

There are many different approaches currently in use for the lateral force
calibration of cantilevers. For a more complete discussion of this issue, the reader is
directed to an excellent recent review by Munz.94However, for the sake of brevity,
the approaches discussed here will be broken down into a few broad categories.
Generally the methods for calibrating the lateral force of a cantilever can be
classified as indirect or direct. Indirect methods are defined here as those which
require the separate determination of Sl and kl whereas direct methods are those
which determine αl in one step. Calibrations can also be destructive or nondestructive which respectively, does or doesn’t require interaction of the tip with a
substrate.
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Non-destructive techniques determine kl without the need for any time consuming
experimental work but require accurate knowledge of the cantilever mechanical
properties and dimensions. The most well-known non-destructive technique for
measuring kl is referred to as the torsional Sader method.96 The torsional Sader
method requires only the torsional resonant frequency and quality factor of the
cantilever to be measured experimentally. In addition, accurate knowledge of the
dimensions of the cantilever as well as the density and viscosity of the surrounding
fluid are required. A major difficulty with the torsional Sader method is determining
the torsional resonant frequency of the cantilever as not all modern AFMs are
equipped with the software to do so. Cantilever beam mechanics can be used for the
non-destructive determination of kl as long as the dimensions and E of the cantilever
are well known.97 This approach was also extended to triangular cantilevers.98
However, additional reflective coatings on the backside of most cantilevers will have
an unknown effect on the torsional stiffness of the cantilever. Both non-destructive
methods suffer from the need for an accurate determination of the cantilever’s
thickness which generally involves the time consuming process of imaging each
cantilever with SEM. An additional consideration is that non-destructive methods are
indirect, requiring the separate determination of Sl which increases the overall error
and time involved.

The separate determination of Sl has been achieved in a number of ways. Nondestructive methods of determining Sl include those that use a mirror in place of the
cantilever in the laser path of an AFM.99,100 The mirror can then be accurately rotated
to give a precise measure of the lateral deflection for a known angle of rotation. Also
a mechanical lever has been designed which can accurately rotate a cantilever within
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an AFM whilst measuring the resulting ∆Vl.101 The destructive techniques for
determining Sl typically involve pushing the tip or glued colloidal probe on a
cantilever into a vertical step edge.102,103 The∆xl of the tip can then be determined
from the distance travelled into the rigid step edge and related to the measured ∆Vl to
determine Sl.

A popular destructive lateral force calibration technique that requires scanning the
AFM tip across a substrate is referred to as the ‘wedge’ method. The wedge method
was originally introduced by Ogeltree et al.104 and later refined by a number of
groups to apply to more tip shapes and on more easily produced substrates.105–107The
method involves analysing a friction loop obtained from a forward and backward
AFM scan over two planes with well-known angles (Figure 1.6a). Although the
wedge method provides a direct measure of αl it requires a separate determination of
the normal spring constant and the normal adhesion force. The normal adhesion force
is assumed to be identical to the lateral friction force which has been identified as a
major source of error.65Test substrates are now commercially available which allow
for tips to scan over a tilted and flat area in one scan (Figure 1.6b). The measurement
can be carried out over two separate forward and backward scans from separately
tilted samples, but special care must be taken not to shift the laser in between
scans.106
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AFM scan line

Figure 1.6. (a) Schematic of the configuration of cantilever and substrate used in the wedge
method and (b) an SEM image of a commercially available grating.108

In addition there are a number of destructive and direct lateral force calibration
techniques that involve applying a known force from a reference device, to the
cantilever. A pre-calibrated cantilever, mounted vertically, can be used to measure
the force required to laterally deflect an un-calibrated cantilever.109,110 Here the uncalibrated cantilever is pushed into the calibrated cantilever causing a deflection of
both (Figure 1.7). The force at the un-calibrated cantilever can then be determined
from the resulting balance between the known force of the calibrated cantilever.
Another approach, which made use of a diamagnetic levitation spring system, was
designed by Li et al.111 The spring system involved a piece of pyrolitic graphite held
in place by magnets which could be pre-calibrated for a force versus its
displacement. A cantilever tip could then be laterally scanned along the graphite
surface. The resulting displacement of the suspended pyrolitic graphite can be
converted to a force which is directly related to the measured ∆Vl to produce αl of the
cantilever. Applying a known force to the cantilever is a highly accurate way of
determining αl. However, the experimental setup and calibration of a vertically
mounted cantilever or magnetically levitated graphite can be prohibitively difficult.
An alternative, relatively simple method has been recently published by Liu et al.112
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A glass fibre, less than 1 µm in radius, lying flat on a substrate and glued at one end
is used as a reference beam. The force acting on the cantilever during deflection of
the glass fibre is easily determined from the well-known E of glass and its
dimensions determined by SEM. This method forgoes the need for a complicated
pre-calibration of the reference beam which hinders the other methods.

AFM cantilever to
be calibrated

Pre-calibrated
piezoresistive cantilever

Figure 1.7. Schematic of the setup used to calibrate the lateral force of an AFM cantilever with a
reference pre-calibrate piezoresistive cantilever.110

1. 4 Electrospinning

Electrospinning113,114 was chosen as the primary method for production of
nanofibres in this thesis, due to the ease of production and ability to use a large range
of polymer materials and composites.115 The typical set up for electrospinning
involves ejecting a polymer solution or melt from a syringe needle tip at a constant
flow rate. A large electrical potential (tens of kV) is then applied between the syringe
tip and a conductive grounded collector as shown schematically in Figure 1.8. When
the potential is applied a strong electrical charge develops at the surface of the
droplet at the syringe tip. The charge overcomes the droplet’s natural shape formed
-19-
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by surface tension, and turns the droplet into a Taylor cone. From the Taylor cone a
liquid jet is formed which is accelerated in the direction of the electric field towards
the collector. Whilst travelling towards the collector, solvent evaporates from the jet,
which is stretched and whipped reducing the fibre diameter even further to the submicron range. The jet forms a continuous thin thread which typically falls in a
randomly oriented fashion at the collector.

Figure 1.8. Schematic of the basic electrospinning setup adapted from.116

A large number of variables have an effect on the fibre size and quality factors.
‘Beading’ is a common problem where relatively large lumps of polymer are formed
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along the fibre (Figure 1.9). However, the complex relationship between the many
variables of electrospinning, make isolating a single cause of beading difficult.116
Fibre porosity can also be a problem or desired depending on the final application of
the fibres. The variables that affect the resulting fibre can be split into two main
groups, the intrinsic properties of the solution and the operational conditions. The
intrinsic properties of the solution include the type of polymer and its dielectric
constant, the conformation of the polymer chain, viscosity (related to concentration),
elasticity, electrical conductivity and polarity and surface tension of the solvent. The
operational conditions that can vary the fibre’s properties are the strength of the
applied electric field, the distance between the spinneret and collector and the
feeding rate for the polymer solution.116 Although the large number of variables may
seem daunting at first, once a method is finalised the production of a large amount of
samples is quick and easy, with good reproducibility in fibre diameter and low defect
levels.
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Figure 1.9. Polystyrene (PS) electrospun nanofibres showing ‘beading’ where large lumps of
polymer form along the length of the fibre preventing smooth fibre formation.117

The structures produced from electrospun fibres include simple mats of
overlaying fibres on a flat collector,54,118,119 mats that conform to the shape of the
collector such as a tube,120,121 yarns made from bundles of twisted electrospun
fibres,122–125 3d scaffolds126–128 and structures made from aligned nanofibres.129,130
The fibres can be aligned during electrospinning by varying the configuration of the
collector. Fundamentally, the collector setups for fibre alignment involve either a
rotating drum, or by including a gap in the collector electrode.131 The rotating drum
aligns the fibres by simply drawing them at a high enough rate that they are pulled
into alignment. A rotating collector is simple to setup but can damage the fibres if
spun too fast. A gap in the collector electrode aligns the fibres as they land on one
edge of the gap and are drawn directly across to the other edge of the gap by the
electrostatic force (Figure 1.10).132 A gap between two electrodes is also not difficult
to set up but it does limit the total length of the aligned fibres.
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Figure 1.10. Optical microscope image of electrospun poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) fibres aligned
across a gap between two silicon collector electrodes.132

1.4.1

Properties of individual and assemblies of electrospun fibres

As discussed in section 1.2.1 there are a large range of possible applications for
electrospun nanofibres. Knowing the properties of the individual fibres or mats of
fibres as a whole is an important part of selecting the right material to suit the
application. The E of electrospun assemblies have been characterised previously and
E values cover a range typically within the low MPa to a few hundred MPa
depending on the material used. Electrospun mats made of cartilage31 or gelatin55
have

shown

a

higher

moduli

of

300-400

MPa

while

a

poly(vinylchloride)/polyurethane blend electrospun mats showed lower E of ~1-10
MPa. In addition the E of the electrospun mats can be tailored by choosing different
ratios of a pair of polymers that make up the nanofibres. The E of a synthetic
elastin/poly(caprolactone) (PCL)blendednanofibre increased from 50 kPa to 350 kPa
with increasing PCL content.133 Of course a large problem with measuring the
mechanical properties of a mat of electrospun nanofibres is accounting for the large
void volume within the mat which makes determining the exact cross-sectional area
difficult.

The porosity of electrospun fibre mats can be tailored to suit a particular
application. By choosing electrospinning conditions that produced smaller diameter
fibres, a membrane was prepared with so little porosity that it would not allow any
leakage of blood when used as a replacement graft to a rabbit carotid artery.133,134
Alternatively the porosity of an electrospun mat has been increased by adding water
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soluble salt particles to the spinning solution to better allow for cellular infiltration
into the mat.127

A common point of investigation of individual electrospun fibres is the molecular
alignment or crystallinity induced by the electrospinning process.45–47,135,136 The
extensive drawing of the fibre by the electrospinning process can orient the polymer
chains in the axial direction of the nanofibre and enhance any possible crystallisation.
The increased alignment or crystallinity of the polymer chains can have an effect on
the individual fibre’s mechanical properties.

Previous

studies

have

shown

that

electrospun

nanofibres

of

poly(trimethylhexamethyleneterephthalamide),137 poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN)138 and
poly(caprolactone)45–47 all increase in E with decreasing electrospun fibre diameter.
This increase in E is typically attributed to an increase in molecular alignment which
is known to be induced by the electrospinning process (Figure 1.11).139,140 An
alternative mechanism has been proposed which suggests that if the regions of
supramolecular alignment in the nanofibre are comparable to the fibres nanodimensions an increase in modulus will occur.141,142

Figure 1.11. The modulus of PAN electrospun nanofibres with diameters smaller than 300 nm
versus the orientation factor as determined by polarised FTIR.138
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The trend of a decrease in E and Tg with decreasing film thickness has been
observed for thin films of PS and PMMA below 100 nm.49,50 The decrease in E with
decreasing thickness was attributed to a mobile, rubber like surface layer
approximately 5 nm thick. Beneath the 5 nm thick surface layer, the E was assumed
to be the same as the bulk material. The combination of the rubbery surface layer
being within range of the total thickness of the film lead to the observed reduced E
for the ultra-thin film. However, the measurements show that above film thicknesses
of ~100 nm the surface mobility has a negligible effect on the E of the film. An
increase in surface area has been shown to relate directly to the effects of surface
mobility of polymer chains143 and may enhance the effect for free standing
nanofibres to provide the reduced E observed for fixed films.

The somewhat contradictory results and reasoning for the shift in E values at the
nano-scale may be due to the actual effect being highly specific to the polymer used
and processing conditions.139 Until the testing of individual nanofibres becomes more
routine, determining a trend in the behaviour of mechanical properties at the nanoscale that spans more than specific polymers alone is difficult.

1. 5 Choice of polymer

In conducting a study of the mechanical properties of electrospun nanofibres, an
important consideration is the choice of polymer. Of the huge range of polymers and
composites currently used to produce electrospun nanofibres,115 only five neat
polymers were chosen for study in this thesis: polystyrene, poly(styrene-b-25-
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isobutylene-b-styrene), poly(acrylic acid), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) and elastin.
The reasons for the choice of these polymers for investigation in this thesis are
outlined below.

1.5.1

Poly(styrene)

Poly(styrene) (PS, Figure 1.12) is one of the more well studied and understood
polymers at the bulk scale. It has been used commercially for a huge range of
applications for the last 60 years. Without treatment, PS is a stiff, brittle plastic but
can be formed into a light weight foam commonly known as Styrofoam or
chemically modified to become more ductile in the case of high impact poly(styrene)
(HIPS). PS was chosen for electrospinning in this thesis because the properties of PS
at the bulk scale are well understood, so that any changes at the nano-scale can be
identified and more easily interpreted. In addition, the production of electrospun PS
nanofibres has already been well characterised144–146 and their use in applications
such

as

biocompatible

tissue

scaffolds147,148and

sulfonated

ion

exchange

membranes149 has been explored.However, investigation of the mechanical
properties of individual PS nanofibres has so farbeen limited to determination of the
E using AFM nanoindentation.136 There have been no reported measurements of the
strength or elongation of polystyrene nanofibres.
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CH2
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n

Figure 1.12. Chemical structure of PS

1.5.2

Poly(styrene-b-isobutylene-b-styrene)

Poly(styrene-b-isobutylene-b-styrene) (SIBS, Figure 1.13) is a linear triblock
copolymer which can be tailored to have outstanding elastic properties.PS alone is a
stiff, brittle glassy polymer while poly(isobutylene) (PIB) is a soft, elastic material.
However, combining the two polymers in the form of a triblock copolymer gives rise
to unique mechanical properties which depend on the ratio of PS to PIB in the
copolymer and their respective molecular weights and polydispersities.150 Optimised
SIBS formulations produce a relatively high stiffness (tens of MPa) and toughness
from an increased strain at break of up to 1000 %.The unique mechanical properties
of SIBS are due to the phase separation of the glassy and elastic blocks along with
physical crosslinking of the glassy segments (Figure 1.14).151,152 SIBS is currently
used commercially under the trade name TransLuteTM as a polymer coating for stents
which is wear resistant and also capable of eluting a drug at a controlled rate.153–155
The TransluteTM form of SIBS has a 16-17 mole % of styrene with a strain at break
of over 650%.
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n

m

m

n

Poly(isobutylene)
Poly(styrene)

Figure 1.13. (top left) Chemical structure of SIBS with n units of PS and m units of
poly(isobutylene) and (top right) schematic diagram showing the stiff outer PS blocks connected
by two equivalent rubbery poly(isobutylene) blocks(adapted from152) and (bottom) schematic
diagram depicting the phase separation of the glassy PS blocks (tubes) from the rubbery PIB
blocks (black lines) (adapted from156)

Figure 1.14. AFM image of a SIBS sample showing the (light grey) PS domains phase separated
from the (black) PIB matrix from152
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Because of its highly elastic mechanical properties, SIBS was chosen as a
polymer material that, as a nanofibre, would test the range and capabilities of the
AFM mechanical testing method. The nano size domains of the PS and PIB phases
that develop in SIBS may also be affected in unique ways when they are physically
limited to the dimensions of a nanofibre. In addition there is little work on the
preparation or properties of SIBS in the form of electrospun nanofibres.157,158

1.5.3

Poly(acrylic acid)

Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA, Figure 1.15) is one of the most well studied
polyelectrolytes due to its simple chemical structure and ease of crosslinking to form
hydrogels. Much of the early work in understanding the swelling behaviour of
hydrogels was based on PAA or the closely structurally related poly(methacrylic
acid).159–162 PAA is used extensively as a crosslinked hydrogel in commercial water
absorbing applications such as diapers or moisture control potting mix. Similar to PS,
the use of PAA in this thesis is primarily as a model polymer to produce and study
electrospun hydrogel nanofibres. Because of its well understood properties on the
bulk scale, any changes at the nano-scale can be more easily interpreted. In addition,
the effect of water absorption on the mechanical properties of crosslinked PAA will
be investigated to illustrate the capability of the AFM for determining in situ
mechanical properties. This brief overview of PAA will be expanded in the
introduction to chapter 4with further details on the formation of PAA hydrogels, their
swelling properties and possible enhancement at the nano-scale.
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Figure 1.15. Chemical structure of PAA.

1.5.4

Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)

Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) is a biodegradable copolymer made up of
lactic acid and glycolic acid monomer units (Figure 1.16). The degradation of PLGA
occurs through hydrolysis of the ester bonds.163–165 The breakdown products are
lactic acid and glycolic acid which occur naturally in the body and so are not harmful
at the low concentrations produced. As a result of the inherent biocompatibility and
biodegradability of PLGA, it is used in a number of FDA approved medical devices.
These include biodegradable sutures and the successful Lupron Depot® which makes
use of PLGA microspheres injected under the skin to provide a controlled release of
the drug leuprolide acetate.

O
O
HO

H
O

n

m

O

Figure 1.16. Chemical structure of PLGA with n units of lactic acid and m units of glycolic acid.

PLGA has been successfully electrospun and the nanofibre mats are being
increasingly investigated for a range of biocompatible applications such as cell
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growth or controlled drug delivery.21,166–169 However, there is a lack of information
on the mechanical properties or degradation of the individual PLGA nanofibres. A
further description of the complicated kinetics of degradation and possible
differences of PLGA at the nanoscale is included in the introduction to chapter 5.

1.5.5

Elastin

Elastin is part of a family of naturally occurring elastomers that play an important
role in the elasticity and resilience of a number of tissues in the body.170 For
example, elastin makes up roughly 70% of the dry weight of elastic ligaments, 57%
of the aorta and 2-4% of skin.171–173 Elastin is the cross-linked form of the protein
tropoelastin172 (Figure 1.17) and as a result is not easily processable when it was
historically obtained directly from animal tissue. By far the most efficient route to
obtaining elastin is through the expression and purification of recombinant
tropoelastin protein174,175 (rTE) which can then be synthetically crosslinked to form
what is known as synthetic elastin (SE).The soluble rTE can be used to produce SE
in a variety of assemblies including membranes, wet-spun fibres and electrospun
fibres.173 A recent example includes the preparation of a vascular graft from a mat of
electrospun SE fibres with a stiffness designed to match that of natural artery.133
However, the stiffness of the electrospun graft was measured in bulk and does not
take into account any void volume that may be present. By investigating the
mechanical properties of the individual nanofibres, a better idea of the mechanical
properties that are experienced by individual cells can be elucidated. Also, additional
insights may be gained into the protein and crosslinking structure along with the
enhancements or limitations that arise out of processing elastin into nanofibres.
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Figure 1.17. Proposed model of full-length tropoelastin including some of its features.176 The coil
region is made up of coiled hydrophobic amino acid chains and is thought to give rise to the
striking elasticity of elastin. The coiled hydrophobic regions are linked and terminated with
hydrophilic amino acid chains, with the lysine groups providing the sites for crosslinking.

1. 6 Project Aims

Electrospun nanofibres are being used or trialled in an ever increasing amount of
applications. In order to properly target the needs of each application, the nanofibres
need to be properly characterised. The determination of the mechanical properties of
nanofibres has been limited to date due to the experimental difficulties involved such
as expensive additional tools being required, slow throughput or inaccurate/overly
complicated calibration techniques. The general aim of this thesis was to develop a
method for tensile testing of individual nanofibres that is
•

suitable to a wide range of materials, including high strain-to-failure
polymers; and
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relatively quick, easy and inexpensive.

The current methods used to characterise the mechanical properties of nanofibres
can be time intensive. While nanoindentation methods are quick and easy, these tests
give limited information (E or hardness). Methods developed to test nanofibres to
failure are much more difficult and can be costly. Having to pin a fibre across a
trench by Pt deposition within an SEM or by multi-step photolithography are
particularly time consuming. Also time consuming are methods to position a
nanofibre directly across a pre-formed trench. Relying on the nanofibre to have an
inherent adhesion with the edges of the trench is very time efficient, but it is not
universally applicable to all nanofibre and trench material combinations. The
prohibitively expensive aspects include using etched silicon wafers as the trench
material, particularly if a large number of measurements need to be made and the
etched wafer cannot be reused. Once an individual nanofibre has been prepared for
testing, problems remain in terms of measuring an accurate applied stress. With
AFM techniques, the inherent errors mostly arise from the lateral force calibration
method.

The work presented in this thesis aimed to provide a more streamlined
characterisation method for determining the tensile mechanical properties of
individual electrospun nanofibres. Like many existing methods, the AFM was used
as the primary tool in nanofibre characterisation, but with a view to being more
universally applicable and less time consuming.
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After establishing a viable method, the second aim of this thesis was to investigate
the nano-mechanical properties of selected polymer nano-fibres. The range of
materials investigated allowed for a detailed exploration of the capabilities of the
method. A particular advantage of the AFM method is the ability to determine the
mechanical properties in dynamic systems. The degradation of individual electrospun
PLGA nanofibres was explored as a function of their mechanical properties. The
actuation strength of individual PAA hydrogel nanofibres, also developed and
characterised in this thesis, was also explored.

To summarise, the objectives of this work are:

-

To produce a method for characterising the mechanical properties of
individual nanofibres that is applicable to a broad range of materials but not
overly time intensive or prohibitively expensive.

-

Then to use the developed nanofibre characterisation technique to explore:

a) The effect that nano-dimensions have on the mechanical properties
of selected polymer materials.
b) The degradation of individual PLGA nanofibres.
c) The development of a route to neat PAA electrospun hydrogel
nanofibres along with the measurement of the actuation force
generated by a single fibre.
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2.GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL
2. 1 Reagents and materials

Citric acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Disodium hydrogen phosphate
heptahydrate was purchased from Fluka. Concentrated sulfuric acid, concentrated
hydrochloric acid and 35% hydrogen peroxide were purchased from AJAX
Finechem. 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) was purchased from Gelest.
Buffers of pH 3 and pH 8 were prepared by mixing different ratios of 0.1 M citric
acid and 0.2 M disodium hydrogen phosphate heptahydrate. Phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) solution was prepared from PBS tablets (Calbiochem). The organic
solvents, dimethylformamide (DMF), trichloromethane (TCM), tetrahydrofuran
(THF), hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) and acetone were obtained from AJAX
Finechem. All chemicals were used as received. Aqueous solutions were prepared
using Milli-Q water (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm).

The glues used were UV-curable, (DYMAX 425:light weld) epoxy (Araldite
super strength) and nail polish (Sally Hanson).

2.1.1

Polymers

PAA

(Mw

~450,000

g/mol)

was

purchased

from

Polysciences,

Inc.

Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH, Mw ~70,000 g/mol) was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Polystyrene, (PS) (Austrex 103 granules) was supplied by
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Polystyrene Australia. Two grades of poly(DL-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) were
used, they included PLGA 85:15 (Purasorb PDLG 8531, inherent viscosity midpoint
(IVM) 3.1dl/g) and PLGA 75:25 (Purasorb PDLG 7507, IVM 0.7 dl/g). The ratio
written after PLGA represents the molar ratio of lactide to glycolide. Poly(styreneisobutylene-styrene) (SIBS) was a gift from Boston Scientific. Recombinant human
tropoelastin (rhTE) was a gift from the School of Molecular Bioscience, University
of Sydney where it was expressed and purified as described previously.1 Where no
molecular weight is reported, none was available.

2. 2 Instrumentation

A JPK Nanowizard II atomic force microscope mounted on a Nikon TE 300/2000
inverted optical microscope and Halcyonics micro 40 vibration isolation unit was
used for all imaging and force measurements. SEM was carried out with a JEOL FESEM with non conductive samples sputter coated with gold before imaging. FTIR
was carried out using a Shimadzu IRPrestige-21 with polymer films cast on to CaF2
tablets. UV-Visible spectroscopy was carried out with a Shimadzu UV-1601 by drop
casting polymer films on to quartz slides. The UVO cleaner was supplied by Jelight
Company Inc. (Model No. 42-220) and samples were treated at a distance of 40mm
from the mercury lamp. The low pressure mercury vapour lamp in the UVO cleaner
emits a light intensity of 24.3 mW cm-2 at a wavelength of 254 nm at 40 mm from
the lamp. The light intensity was measured using a thermopile detector (Newport
818P-010-12). The micromanipulator used was a Marzhauser Wetzlar DC-3K.
Macro-scale mechanical tests were carried out with a Shimadzu EZ-S Compact
Table-Top Universal Tester.
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2. 3 Electrospinning

For all materials the same syringe tip type with an internal diameter of 150 µm
(Dispense Tips, Nordson EFD) and high voltage power supply (Gamma High
Voltage ES-30) were used. The details of the electrospinning conditions for each
material are included in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Electrospinning parameters for the materials used.

Syringe and
Flow
Voltage

Concentration

(kV)

(% w/v)

collector
Solvent

Material

Atmosphere

rate

distance
(ml/hr)
(cm)

PS

10

10

25

20

PLGA

DMF

18

Air

0.15

10

Air

0.35

60:40

85:15

TCM: DMF

SIBS

20

15

THF

10

Air

0.4

PAA

10

8

H 2O

18

N2

0.2

rhTE

15

10

HFIP

18

Air

0.2

2.3.1

Electrospinning of fibres for individual mechanical testing

The fibres were electrospun on to TEM grids with parallel bars (Gold, Gilder
Grids). The bars and the space between them act as a trench over which the fibres
could be suspended. The trenches are then deep enough to allow an AFM cantilever
to hook on to a fibre and pull it laterally. The configuration of the collector used in
electrospinning was designed in order to increase the likelihood of fibres aligning
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perpendicular to the bars of the TEM grid. The collector consisted of a TEM grid
glued in place in the centre of a square glass slide. The glass slide and TEM grid
were placed in between two Al foil electrodes. The bars of the TEM grid were
aligned parallel to the edge of the Al foil electrodes (Figure 2.1). The Al foil was also
slightly raised by ~2 mm from the TEM grid to allow the fibres the clearance they
need to align but still close enough to land on the grid.

TEM grid

Al foil
Figure 2.1. Schematic of the (left) side view and (right) top view of the electrode configuration
used to align electrospun fibres perpendicular to the bars of a TEM grid.

2. 4 Tensile test of individual nanofibres

2.4.1

Adhering the nanofibres to the sides of the ‘trench’

In order to pull the fibres laterally with an AFM tip they needed to be adhered to
the TEM grid. The fibres were glued to the bars of the TEM grid with UV-curable
glue. The glue was applied using a ~10 um diameter glass fibre obtained from glass
wool as a ‘paint brush’. The glass fibre could be dipped into UV-curable glue then
removed quickly to pick up a small drop of glue. Then the glass fibre with a drop of
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glue was lowered into contact with the TEM grid bar where a fibre was lying across
it. The glue would flow on to the bar and stop at the edges, covering the nanofibre
and holding it in place once cured. The exact placement of the glass fibre was
achieved with a micromanipulator.

Figure 2.2. (top) A single electrospun SIBS fibre lying perpendicular to the (light grey) bars of a
TEM grid with (dark blobs) UV-curable glue to hold it suspended across the (dark grey)
trenches between the bars. The bars without glue were used as sites to image the fibre and
determine its dimensions. (bottom) SEM of a single electrospun PAA fibre spanning the bars of
a TEM grid with and without glue holding the nanofibre in place.
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Measuring the dimensions of the fibre to be tested

The length of the nanofibre between anchor points was measured using the
calibrated optical microscope of the AFM. The cross sectional area of the fibres was
measured with the AFM in tapping mode. As shown in Figure 2.2, not all the bars of
the TEM grid that were spanned by the nanofibre were covered in glue. The bars that
were left bare were used as sites to image the nanofibre with the AFM. The
dimensions of the nanofibre were typically taken in the middle, far left and far right
of its length. The fibre was assumed to be evenly sized across its length so the
average of the dimensions taken at each point was used for the cross-sectional area
required to measure stress.

2.4.3

Laterally stretching an individual nanofibre with an AFM tip

Initial contact of the apex of the AFM cantilever tip with the nanofibre was
achieved by laterally scanning for tip-fibre contact at each step of lowering the
cantilever by 1 µm. Once initial contact was observed, the tip was moved laterally
away from the fibre and then lowered a further distance of 4 µm all with the piezo
motor. The cantilever was then scanned laterally over a total distance of 90 µm,
typically at a speed of 1.8 µm/s, dragging the nanofibre with it (Figure 2.3). The zpiezo of the AFM head was disabled during lateral scanning. The resulting data was
captured using the real time data scanner within the JPK control software.
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Cantilever
travel
direction

Cantilever

Electrospun
fibre

TEM grid bars
covered with glue

Figure 2.3. Schematic of an AFM cantilever laterally scanning and dragging an electrospun
fibre that is glued at both ends to the bars of a TEM grid.

2. 5 Crosslinking of PAA via UVC treatment

PAA nanofibres or thin films were crosslinked by exposure to UVC radiation
using the UVO cleaner for pre-determined times at a distance of 40mm from the
mercury lamp. Where stated, UVC exposure was carried out in a nitrogen
atmosphere and is denoted as ‘UVN2’ treatment.
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3.DETERMINING THE LATERAL
CONVERSION FACTOR OF AFM
CANTILEVERS

3. 1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 1, a convenient and accurate method is required to
determine the force applied by the AFM tip to a sample as a key step in using the
AFM for mechanical property measurements of nanofibres. The lateral force
calibration of AFM cantilevers with a glass fibre carried out here is modified from
that published by Liu and co-workers.1 This lateral calibration method was chosen
because of its ease of operation and relevance to the lateral stretching of individual
nanofibres, as described in Chapter 2. There are a few factors not addressed in the
original paper by Liu and co-workers that can have a significant effect on the lateral
conversion factor (αl). These factors include the refractive index of the medium (air
or liquid), nonlinearity of the PSD and the location of the contact point of the glass
fibre along the tip’s height.

The factor of switching the medium from air to liquid on αl was investigated
previously2 and found to obey the following relationship:

𝛼𝑙𝑎
𝛼𝑙𝑙

𝑛

= 𝑛𝑙

𝑎

3.1
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where αla and αll are the lateral force conversion factors in air and liquid,
respectively, and nl and na are the refractive indices of liquid and air, respectively.
However, this relationship was only confirmed experimentally through the normal
sensitivity (Sn) and additionally, may not hold with the configuration of all AFM
models.

The response of an AFM PSD was shown to be nonlinear with respect to
cantilever deflection.3–5 This non-linearity results in a different voltage output from
the PSD for the same angular deflection of a cantilever. The PSD output depends on
where within the detector the laser point falls. The nonlinearity directly affects the
measured lateral sensitivity (Sl) of the cantilever to a different degree depending on
the AFM used and must be investigated before accurate lateral force calibration can
be obtained.

The effect of the contact point along the tip’s height was not previously
considered. The issue was not relevant to the original glass fibre calibration paper by
Liu et al. since in their experiments the AFM tip was kept in contact with a surface.
In contrast, the experiments conducted here required lateral stretching of a freely
suspended nanofibre, the contact point of the fibre will not be at the tip’s apex. The
leverage caused by the contact between the tip and the fibre depends on the point of
contact along the tip height and consequently, the degree of cantilever deflection also
depends on this contact point. As a consequence, the effect of the contact point on
the calibration factor needs to be determined.
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3. 2 Methods

3.2.1

Determination of the lateral force conversion factor of cantilevers using a
glass fibre

This method was adapted from that published by Liu et al.1 Glass fibres with radii
of less than 1 µm and lengths of more than 150 µm were obtained from an Advantec
GA-55 binder free glass fibre filter. Individual fibres were positioned over the edge
of a glass slide using a micromanipulator then glued in place using epoxy. Care was
taken to glue the glass fibre perpendicular to the edge and flat with the plane of the
glass slide. An SEM was used to accurately determine the dimensions of the glass
fibre (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. SEM of the glass fibre used in the determination of AFM cantilevers lateral force
conversion factor.

To laterally deflect the glass fibre with an AFM cantilever tip, the cantilever was
first positioned by moving the AFM stage and observing the fibre and cantilever with
the optical microscope attached to the AFM. The cantilever was then lowered 1 µm
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at a time with the AFM head stepper motor until it was just low enough to snag the
glass fibre. This cantilever height was taken as the reference height where it was
assumed that the apex of the cantilever tip is in contact with the fibre. All subsequent
adjustments of the cantilever height were made with the z-piezo of the AFM head for
more accurate positioning. The glass fibre was then repeatedly snagged, bent and
released by scanning the cantilever laterally back and forth a minimum of ten times.
During lateral scanning the z-piezo feedback of the AFM head was disabled so that
the z-position (vertical height) of the cantilever remained constant. The total trace
distance was 30 µm with the cantilever tip only pushing the fibre for an average of 5
µm out of the total distance. The additional travel allowed for the cantilever tip to
overcome any adhesive forces between it and the glass fibre so they were completely
detached before performing the next scan.

3.2.1.1 Effect of the media (liquid or air), PSD nonlinearity and contact height on
the lateral conversion factor

To confirm this previously reported relationship between αla and αll the glass fibrelateral force calibration was carried out in air and PBS buffer. To measure the nonlinearity of the AFM PSD for the JPK AFM that was used, glass fibre-lateral
sensitivity calibrations were repeated with the laser spot reflected to different
positions on the PSD detector. In this way, the lateral sensitivity calibration was
repeated across the full output range of the PSD, from +10 V to -10 V at intervals of
1 V.

The effect of tip height contact point was investigated by systematically

varying the vertical height of the cantilever with respect to the fibre.
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3. 3 Results and Discussion

Typical loading and unloading curves of a glass fibre by a laterally scanning AFM
cantilever tip are shown in Figure 3.2. The force (F) needed to deflect a glass fibre
(∆y) is obtained from:6

𝐹=

3𝐸𝑔 𝑟 4
4𝐿3

∆𝑦

(3.2)

where Eg is the Young’s modulus of glass (68 GPa1), r is the radius of the glass fibre
and L is the distance between the fixed end of the glass fibre and the point of contact
with the AFM cantilever tip. The force needed to bend the fibre was calculated using
Equation 3.2 and is shown as the upper horizontal axis scale in Figure 3.2. As shown
in the Figure, the loading and unloading curves were linear with essentially the same
slope. The lateral conversion factor (αl) for the AFM cantilever is obtained from the
inverse of the slope of the loading curve and is given in units of µN/V. An important
assumption inherent in Equation 3.2 is that ∆y << L. This restriction is needed to
ensure that the cantilever tip is not sliding along the length of the glass fibre which
would cause L to begin to shift as ∆y became larger. Because of this assumption,
only the first 800 nm of ∆y for the loading curve was used to obtain the slope.
Additionally, only values of L larger than 60 µm were used. Using these values for

∆y and L and assuming that the cantilever tip does not slide along the length of the
glass fibre, keeps the longitudinal strain in the glass fibre to a negligible value of
0.009%. The values of ∆y were measured by the AFM’s record of cantilever
movement and L was measured by a calibrated optical microscope.
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Figure 3.2. Typical lateral deflection curve for the loading and unloading of a glass fibre by an
AFM cantilever and inset showing the initial 800 nm ∆y portion used in determining αl. The
secondary horizontal axis was converted to a force using Equation 3.2, as explained in the text.

3.3.1

Effect of tip height on the lateral conversion factor

The cantilever tip in these experiments is scanning freely through air and not
touching a surface unlike in the previous work by Liu and co-workers1 in which the
nanofibre was in contact with a substrate material. The absence of contact with a
surface removes the complicating factor of friction between the AFM tip and
substrate. However, the question of the effect on αl of the tip height at which the
glass fibre was snagged (hsb) needs to be addressed. By immobilising their nanofibre
on a surface, Liu and co-workers avoided this problem since the AFM tip was
brought into contact with the substrate surface. A schematic diagram depicting the
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total tip height (h), the tip height from its base (ie. cantilever) to the glass fibre
snagging point (hsb), and, the tip height from its end to the glass fibre snagging point
(hse) is shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows the experimentally measured
relationship between αl and hse, where hse was controlled by altering the vertical
position of the cantilever before it was scanned laterally to contact the glass fibre. As
shown in Figure 3.4, a clear increase in αl with increasing hse is observed. The strong
dependence of αl on hse demonstrates the importance of making lateral force
measurements at a known glass fibre snagging height of the tip. The experimental
result can be predicted with an expression derived from Hooke’s law and cantilever
beam mechanics:1

𝛼𝑙 =

𝐺𝑤𝑡 3 𝑆𝑙

(3.3)

𝑡
3𝑙(ℎ𝑠𝑏 + )2
2

where w, t and l, respectively are the width, thickness and length of the cantilever, E
is the Young’s modulus of the cantilever, Sn is the normal sensitivity of the AFM
𝑡

photodiode, and (ℎ𝑠𝑏 + 2) is the height of the tip from its base at which the force is

applied plus half the cantilever thickness so that the entire distance from the snagging
height to the centre of the cantilever beam is considered. With all values being
constant, apart from the height term, a plot of experimentally determined hse versus
1

𝑡

𝛼𝑙 −2 should be linear with a y-intercept of (ℎ + 2). This linear relationship was

assumed in Figure 3.5, for values of αl experimentally determined at various tip
𝑡

heights. In determining the true value of (ℎ𝑠𝑏 + 2), ideally hse should be subtracted
𝑡

from a known (ℎ + 2) measured by SEM. However, in the absence of knowing the
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𝑡

true value of (ℎ + 2), its value was determined to be 19.8 µm from the y-intercept of

Figure 3.5. This dimension was considered reasonable since the cantilever tips are
nominally 18 µm high and the cantilever thickness is approximately 0.5 µm.

Direction of cantilever travel
t
AFM cantilever
hsb
h

Glass fibre
fixed end

hse

Figure 3.3. Schematic of an AFM cantilever and tip moving from right to left and coming into
contact with a glass fibre, depicting the total height of the tip (h), and the height of the tip
relative to the glass fibre contact point, measured from its base (hsb) and measured from its end
(hse) and the cantilever thickness (t).
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Figure 3.4. The experimentally determined lateral conversion factor (αl) for a single cantilever
versus the height of the tip from its end at which the glass fibre was snagged (hse).
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Figure 3.5. A plot of hse versus (1/αl)1/2 from experimentally determined values.
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After confirming that αl was sensitive to tip height, a fixed value of hse across all
experiments was chosen to standardise the testing method. In considering the most
suitable tip height it was recognised that the fibre shouldn’t be snagged too near to
the tip’s end, otherwise the fibre may slip off whilst being stretched as the surface
area in contact with the fibre is smaller reducing the total fibre-tip adhesion.
However, setting the height too close to the tip’s base means that the values of αl
change more rapidly with small variations in hse. The value of hse chosen for the
further calibration and testing of nanofibres was therefore fixed at 4 µm. The
snagging height was set by lowering the cantilever 4 µm from the first point of
contact with the glass fibre or electrospun nanofibre to be tested. Small variations in
total tip height between different cantilevers contributes to the uncertainty in αl (as
seen in Figure 3.4), but the effect of this variation is minimised by choosing a small
value of hse.

3.3.2

Effect of the loading point along the length of the glass fibre on the
lateral force conversion factor

The effect of the length along the glass fibre at the loading point (L) on αl was
investigated experimentally. The results are shown in Figure 3.6a, b and c for three
different types of cantilever. As predicted by Equation 3.2, and previously observed,1
if L»∆y there is no trend in the effect of variations in L on αl. However, taking
measurements at more than one value of L involved stopping the cantilever scanning,
moving the cantilever using the piezo of the AFM head to another value of L, then
repeating the scanning process and loading of the glass fibre. As such, measuring αl
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at more than one value of L provides a range of data points with which to determine
the precision in αl, which is achievable by the glass fibre lateral calibration method.

The largest SD for αl experimentally determined across a range of values of L was
±15%. The source of this experimental uncertainty was not isolated. If the
uncertainty was due to inaccurate measurement of L then repeat measurements (after
stopping scanning, moving away, and returning to the same L precisely, with the
AFM piezo) would have a SD that is comparable to that of the repeat measurements
at a single value of L. Particularly as the AFM piezo can move the cantilever
accurately at the nanometre scale. Therefore a SD of ±15% is the highest level of
experimental precision obtainable for αl using the glass fibre calibration method.
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Figure 3.6. Experimentally determined αl at ranging values of L for cantilevers with
manufacturer reported normal spring constants of (a) 0.05 N/m (b) 0.08 N/m and (c) 0.6 N/m.
Each data point represents the average of at least 10 repeat loading curves and the error bars on
the data points are the SD of those 10 curves. Also included is the mean and SD of the αl over all
values of L.

3.3.3

PSD nonlinearity

The results and discussion relating to αl presented thus far have been for values
obtained at a lateral deflection baseline of 0 V, or the centre of the PSD and
measured over small values of ∆Vl (up to 200 mV). However, in carrying out full
lateral force experiments such as the stretching of an individual nanofibre, a larger

∆Vl range maybe be required which then also covers a wider range of PSD. The
experimentally determined values of αl obtained at different baseline values of Vl are
presented in Figure 3.7. The PSD of the JPK AFM used for these experiments is
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clearly non-linear and was fitted to a parabolic trend. The second degree polynomial
obtained from the fit of the experimental data was then used to convert the measured
Vl to αl for all lateral force mechanical tests.

The difference in αl from the baseline value of 0 V to +10 and -10 V is up to
~30% before fitting the second degree polynomial. Despite the ~30% difference in αl
being relevant to the SD of ±15% in the measurement of αl discussed previously, this
result was repeatable and significant. In addition after fitting the polynomial, the SD
of αl across the full range of the PSD is only ±2.7%. The higher repeatability of the
PSD nonlinearity measurement for αl compared to at different values of L may be
due to the cantilever not being moved between measurements. In order to measure αl
at different baseline values of Vl only the lateral deflection signal was adjusted
between scans by shifting the position of the detector and the cantilever left unmoved
in the direction of L.

This significant difference in αl due to PSD non-linearity is readily determined by
fitting the response to a 2nd order polynomial and, as such, should be done as part of
any lateral force calibration of AFM cantilevers. Additionally the PSD nonlinearity
observed is expected to be different for different AFMs and for some systems is
likely to be much larger than observed for the system employed in this thesis.
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Figure 3.7. The experimentally determined lateral conversion factor (αl) of cantilever 3 plotted
against the baseline lateral deflection with a polynomial fit used in determining the variable αl.
Each data point represents the average of at least 10 loading curves and the error bars are the
SD.

3.3.4

The experimentally measured lateral conversion factor of cantilevers
with varying stiffness and further analysis of the inherent uncertainty.

Because it was intended to apply this testing method to fibres with orders of
magnitude differences in modulus but similar diameters, it was necessary to use
cantilevers having a wide range of lateral stiffness. A cantilever with a relatively
large αl will be able to measure larger forces than a cantilever with a relatively small

αl before reaching the edge limits of the AFM PSD. The PSD of the JPK AFM has a
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total range of 20 V so the largest force displacement measurable by a cantilever is 20

αl.

The experimentally determined values of αl at a Vl baseline of 0 V for various
cantilevers selected for use in the mechanical testing of electrospun nanofibres are
included in Table 3.1. The reported numbers are the average of the αl values taken
over a range of values of L with the reported uncertainty being the SD of that data
set. Due to time constraints, not all cantilevers were measured at varying values of L
so the largest observed SD of 15% is attributed to these determinations of αl.
Additional errors not taken in to account come from the inherent errors in the
measurement of Eg, r, L and ∆y which Liu and co-workers list as 0%, 3%, 3% and
5%, respectively, giving a combined standard uncertainty in αl of ±16%1 when
calculated by the “root-sum-of-squares” method.7 However, the error in Eg for
borosilicate glass used in glass fibres is on the order of 5%, r having a similar 3%
error, measured by SEM, L with a larger error of 5% being measured with optical
microscopy but only a negligible error in ∆y which is measured precisely by the
AFM piezo head to 5 significant figures. These uncertainties produce a combined
standard uncertainty of ±20% in αl. The experimentally determined SD of αl for each
cantilever (3.2% to 15%) varied around this theoretical maximum uncertainty as
detailed in Table 3.1. Whether or not this error is acceptable will relate to the
significance of observed differences in the mechanical properties of the nanofibres to
be tested.
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Table 3.1. Values of experimentally determined αl at 0 V Vl baseline in air and PBS for 5
cantilevers with different manufacturer reported values of kn. The error is the SD of the average
values of αl taken over a range of L or the maximum SD observed for values of αl taken at a
single value of L as indicated.

Cantilever

Catalogue

kn

αla (µN/V)

αll (µN/V)

no.

number

(N/m)

(air)

(PBS)

1

CSC38-C

0.05

0.11 ± 15%

0.12 ± 15% c

0.92

2

CSC38-A

0.08

0.32 ± 15%

-a

-

3

CSC38-Ab

0.08

0.059 ± 15% c

0.054 ± 15%c

1.1

4

NSC36-C

0.6

1.4 ± 10%

1.5 ± 15%c

0.93

5

NSC36-B

1.75

3.5 ± 3.2%

4.6 ± 15%c

0.76

αla : αll

a

This cantilever was damaged before it was used to test materials in solution.

b

Cantilever 3 was chosen as a replacement for cantilever 2, the large discrepancy between their αl

values despite having the same manufacturer reported kn is likely due to them being from separately
manufactured batches.
c

Values measured over 10 repeat measurements without stopping at only a single value of L.

3.3.5

The effect of the media on the lateral conversion factor

The effect of the medium that the AFM laser is travelling through (air or liquid)
on the lateral force conversion factor is often overlooked when taking a calibration
obtained in air and applying it to experiments carried out in liquid. The values of αl
obtained in air and PBS are shown in Table 3.1.

A detailed study carried out previously by Tocha and co-workers2 suggested that
the ratio of αl in air (αla) to αl in a liquid (αll) should be the same as the liquid’s
refractive index. Therefore, in the present study, the ratio of αla : αll should be equal
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to the refractive index of water which is 1.36. Given that the method presented here
for determining αl has a maximum SD of ±15%, determining a difference of only
1.36 in αla : αll is only just above the error. However, the data for αla and αll does
raise some points worthy of discussion.

The absolute variance of ~±10% observed between αla and αll for the softer
cantilevers 1, 3 and 4 shows that even when completely changing the media and
moving the cantilever, the measured αl still falls within the maximum SD observed
of ±15%. The larger ~±25% total variance observed in αla : αll for the stiffest
cantilever (5) compared to the softer cantilevers (1, 3 and 4) may be due to an
additional source of error not yet discussed. Stiffer cantilevers produce a smaller ∆Vl
for the same ∆y than softer cantilevers which leads to a lower signal to noise ratio for
the stiffer cantilevers (Figure 3.8). This increased signal to noise ratio may be an
additional source of error, particularly as the ∆Vl measured at the stiffer cantilever is
approaching the resolution of the AFM PSD at 0.312 mV. However, this suggested
source of error does not coincide with the smaller SD presented in Table 3.1 across
different values of L. A more systematic study is required to fully understand the
relationship between the error in αl and cantilever stiffness and the medium of the
experiment. In order to increase the ∆Vl response from the stiffer cantilevers for
future experiments a glass fibre with a larger radius could be chosen.

Although the uncertainty in the measured αl here is too large to significantly
determine a difference between αla and αll on the range of 1.36, the study by Tocha
and co-workers does leave some gaps. For example, the ratio of 1.36 for αla : αll is
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confirmed experimentally by the normal sensitivity then related to the lateral
sensitivity by theory only. As a result, the value of αll used in the mechanical tests of
nanofibres in water for this study will be those experimentally determined here as
opposed to dividing the values of αla by 1.36 to obtain a theoretical αll.

3 mV

Lateral deflection (V)

Lateral deflection (V)

100 mV

PBS

PBS

air

air
-1.0

-0.5

0.0

∆y (µm)

0.5

1.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

∆y (µm)

Figure 3.8. Lateral deflection versus ∆y during loading for (left) the softer cantilever 3 and
(right) the stiffer cantilever 5 in PBS and air. The traces are offset for clarity and the decrease in
Vl before adhesive contact in air but not in PBS is due to some additional attractive forces not
present in water such as electrostatic or Van der Waals.

3. 4 Conclusions

A detailed analysis of the calibration of αl for AFM cantilevers over a range of
stiffnesses was presented. Further investigation of the previously published αl
calibration technique using a glass fibre1 revealed the following important
considerations:

•

The trend of increasing αl with increasing hse was observed and an ideal
value of hse was chosen by trial and error as 4 µm. The chosen hse ensured
that the nanofibre would not slip off the end of the tip during stretching
and that the error in the measurement of αl was minimised.
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The AFM PSD must be checked for linearity. The PSD for the JPK AFM
was not linear but the change in αl with PSD output was consistent and
could be readily corrected.

•

The effect of changing the medium on the reflected laser path and hence αl
was less than the error associated with αl and determined to be
insignificant

These additional calibration factors can now be accounted for when carrying out
lateral force mechanical tests of individual electrospun nanofibres using the AFM.
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4.MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
INDIVIDUAL NANOFIBRES
4. 1 Introduction

The current approaches for measuring the mechanical properties of individual
electrospun nanofibres along with their associated details and difficulties were
discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis. This chapter outlines a method for mechanical
testing of individual nanofibres with the AFM which addresses problems associated
with existing approaches.

The method for mechanical testing of individual fibres with the AFM was applied
to a diverse range of polymers. Testing a range of polymers in different states served
to highlight the capabilities of the method. Additionally, any unique properties that
may appear at the nano-scale were investigated.

4. 2 Methods

The general method and materials for the preparation of electrospun fibres for
mechanical testing was described in Chapter 2. The methods used for calibrating the
AFM cantilever and converting the AFM lateral deflection signal to a force applied
to the nanofibre are as detailed in Chapter 3.
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Mechanical tests of individual nanofibres

The general method for carrying out the mechanical tests of individual
electrospun fibres with the AFM is outlined in Chapter 2. Poly(styrene) (PS),
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), Poly(acrylic acid) and Poly(styrene-bisobutylene-b-styrene) (SIBS) electrospun nanofibres were all measured in air.
Synthetic elastin (SE) electrospun nanofibres were tested in PBS solution.

4.2.2

Macro scale tensile and 3-point configuration mechanical test

Nanofibre testing using the AFM involved snagging and stretching individual
nanofibres by moving the AFM cantilever tip perpendicular to nanofibres that were
suspended and fixed across trenches (as described previously in Chapter 2). The
method resembles a three-point testing configuration,1 but involves much larger
deformation than typically occurs in three-point bend testing of brittle materials. The
main mode of deformation in the nanofibres is uniform tensile stretching rather than
bending. Uniform tensile stretching occurs throughout most of the sample, as the
small fibre diameter limits bending to the points in close proximity of the applied
stress. To evaluate the accuracy of this method for determining the tensile behaviour
of the polymer nanofibres, a series of macroscopic tests were first performed to
mimic the testing configuration used in the AFM.

Macro scale polymer fibres were mechanically tested in both tensile and 3-point
configured mechanical tests. Ideally, the parameters gained from the tensile
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configuration should match those obtained from the 3-point configuration for the
same polymer if the data analysis used for the 3-point configuration is correct. The
chosen model used to analyse the 3-point mechanical tests is described in section
4.3.2. As further confirmation of the chosen model, two polymers covering a wide
range of Young’s modulus (E) were selected. These were a rubber band and an
elastomer toughened polystyrene ‘stripstyrene’ rod (StripStyrene- Evergreen Scale
Models; exact composition unknown). The range of E of these macro scale fibres is
the same range of E expected for the polymer nanofibres chosen for investigation.
An aspect ratio of ~80:1 for the diameter to length was chosen to replicate the typical
electrospun fibre dimensions. The styrene rods had a radius of 0.5 mm and initial
length of 100 mm, while the rubber bands were rectangular with a width and
thickness of 1 and 1.5 mm respectively and a clamped length of 81 mm. For the 3point configuration mechanical test, a rig capable of holding the materials
horizontally was made and strapped to the bottom clamp of the Shimadzu universal
testing machine. The clamped fibre was then stretched from its midpoint by raising
the upper clamp of the Shimadzu Universal testing machine. A photograph of the
macro-scale test is shown in Figure 4.1 and it can be seen that the 3-point loading
arrangement is visually similar to that employed in the AFM test.The tensile force
was measured by the load cell attached to the hook, and displacement was taken from
the displacement of the hook. This arrangement replicated the conditions present
when stretching fibres with the AFM. The straight tensile configuration mechanical
testing was achieved with standard sprung clamps of the tensile tester. A strain rate
of 5 mm/s for the upper clamp with both testing configurations was used.
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Figure 4.1. Optical image of the macro scale 3-point tensile test. The elastomer toughened rod is
clamped at either end whilst being pulled from its middle by a hook connected to a force sensor.
The separation of the clamps is 100 mm.

4.2.3

Micro-Raman spectroscopy

Micro-Raman spectroscopy was used to determine if there was any polymer
orientation within the PS nanofibres.2,3 The Raman microscope used was a Horiba
Jobin Yvon HR800. Spectra were taken with a HeNe laser, polarised 500:1 at an
excitation wavelength of 632.81 nm with a 300 lines/mm grating for 180 seconds and
averaged over 3 cycles. A half wave plate was used to rotate the incoming laser such
that the electric field vector is perpendicular to the analyser (conditions to achieve
this were half wave plate set at 160o and the analyser set to the horizontal position).
An aligned mat of PS nanofibres were collected by electrospinning across a 20mm
gap in the centre of an aluminium foil collector.
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SEM of electrospun fibres stretched to increasing strains

Separate PS and PLGA electrospun fibres were each stretched to a range of strains
up to their breaking point and imaged by SEM (JEOL FE-SEM). Following
stretching, the samples were sputter coated in gold to provide the conductivity
required for SEM imaging.

4.2.5

Crosslinking of synthetic elastin nanofibres

Recombinant human tropoelastin (rhTE) was electrospun on to TEM grids using
the conditions outlined in Chapter 2. The rhTE electrospun nanofibres were then
crosslinked to form synthetic elastin (SE) by exposure to glutaraldehyde vapour
within a sealed dessicator.4 Separate samples were exposed to glutaraldehyde vapour
respectively for 4 and 24 hours to investigate the effect of crosslinking time. The
glutaraldehyde vapour was generated from ~5 ml of 25 wt. % glutaraldehyde in H2O
(Sigma-Aldrich) placed uncovered in the bottom of the desiccator. After crosslinking
the electrospun fibre samples were left uncovered in a fume cupboard for a minimum
of 4 hours to ensure complete removal of any remaining glutaraldehyde. The
individual fibres were then glued in place on the bars of the TEM grid as described in
chapter 2.
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4.2.5.1 Synthetic elastin resilience measurements

In addition to complete three-point mechanical tests, resilience studies were also
carried out on the SE fibres. The resilience measurements involved loading and
unloading the fibres via the three-point tensile test, but to a strain that was below
their breaking point. The resilience was then calculated using the following equation:

𝐴

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐴 𝐿𝐶

𝑈𝐶

4.1

where ALC and AUC are the areas under the loading and unloading curves,
respectively. For ease of data analysis, the resilience was calculated from the raw ∆Vl
versus time data (Figure 4.2). Each resilience test was repeated without pause a
minimum of 6 times. In addition, the resilience tests were carried out over increasing
strain ranges up to the breaking point of each fibre. At each strain range, stretch rates
of 1, 10 and 100 µm/s were applied (corresponding to peak strain rates of ~ 4.5, 45
and 450 %/s) (Figure 4.3). All resilience values were calculated by excluding the
results from the first cycle at each speed and strain increment, herein referred to as a
‘break in’ cycle.
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Figure 4.2. The raw ∆Vl versus time data from a typical three-point mechanical test- resilience
measurement showing how ALC and AUC were determined. This particular curve was obtained at
a cantilever travel speed of 1 µm/s up to a maximum strain of 17%, with a resilience of 86%.

100µm/s
1µm/s

10µm/s

100µm/s
1µm/s

10µm/s

‘Break in’ cycle

Figure 4.3. Schematic of the routine used in resilience testing of individual nanofibres. A
cantilever travel of 0 relates to the contact point between the fibre and cantilever. Increasing
cantilever travel limits are not shown for clarity.
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4. 3 Results and Discussion

The method for mechanical testing of individual electrospun nanofibres presented
here is applicable to fibres made from a wide range of polymers in various states
from glassy (E of ~1-10 GPa) to rubbery (E of ~0.01-100 MPa). The polymers
chosen to study here were done so for various reasons that are outlined in more detail
in Chapter 1. But briefly, these reasons include the material being already well
studied on the bulk scale (PS), having unusual properties in other studies (PAA,
PLGA and SE) or for contrasting mechanical properties that could be used explore
the versatility of the method (SIBS). An optical microscope image of a PS nanofibre
being stretched to break is shown in Figure 4.4.

PS nanofibre

20 µm

Bars of TEM grid

20 µm

20 µm

Cantilever
Figure 4.4. Transmitted light microscope image of a single PS nanofibre being stretched until
break. The cantilever is moving from top to bottom. (left) Prior to contact, (middle) after 48 µm
cantilever displacement and (right) following fracture.
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Measuring the dimensions of the nanofibres

As described in the general methods (chapter 2) the fibres were imaged via
tapping mode AFM at points along the fibres length positioned on a bar of a TEM
grid and not covered in glue. Because a tip is used to image surfaces in AFM, edges
on a surface that are steeper than the tip’s side wall used to image them will not be
imaged properly.5 The resulting image will show the ‘real’ steep edge as a slope with
a leading angle of 90o plus the half cone angle (Figure 4.5). A nanofibre at its edges
curves around to create an increasingly steep edge until it bends around and creates
an overhang. The resulting AFM image of the nanofibre will show a curve at its
edges which gradually levels out to a linear slope.6 The width of the nanofibre was
taken as the point at which the edge turns from being curved to linear. The height of
the nanofibre is directly measured from its centre to the substrate. The cross-sectional
area was obtained by integrating the area under the curve that is bordered by the
height at the top, the adjusted width at its edges and the substrate at the bottom
(Figure 4.6). It was necessary to determine and report cross-sectional area in this
way, rather than assuming the fibres to be perfectly round and simply taking the
height as a measure of diameter, as some of the fibres were much wider than they
were tall so merely reporting a fibre diameter would be misleading. This method
should overestimate the fibre cross-sectional area. If the fibre’s cross section formed
an ellipse, the overestimation would be less than 14 % b.

b

Calculated from ((total projected area of ellipse - area of ellipse)/ area of ellipse)
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Figure 4.5. Schematic showing the resulting AFM image produced of ellipse shaped fibres.
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Figure 4.6. Profile taken from an AFM height image of an electrospun PAA nanofibre, with its
dimensions shown schematically.

4.3.2

Producing a stress-strain curve from a 3-point mechanical test carried
out with the AFM.

The lateral force measured from the cantilever rotation (Fl) versus cantilever
travel (x) curves that are generated from a 3-point mechanical test (Figure 4.7)
require some consideration before they can be converted into stress-strain curves for
the tested fibre. The fibre’s mechanical properties and dimensions have a strong
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effect on the way that it will respond to a 3-point mechanical test. A schematic
diagram showing the labels for the dimensions of, and force at the contact point
between the fibre during stretching and the AFM tip is presented in Figure 4.8. A
fibre with a higher E and low aspect ratio (length: diameter) when clamped to be
tested (>100 GPa and <5:1) will show purely bending behaviour.7,8 In these cases the
3-point loading produces a linear Fl-x curve in the elastic region. Fibres with a lower
E and a higher aspect ratio (<10 GPa and >30:1) will be dominated by the axial
tensile stretching of the fibre.9–11 Tensile stretching tests in a 3-point configuration,
like that carried out here, result in a non-linear Fl-x curve in the elastic region. Fibres
with properties in between these values need to be considered with a more
complicated model involving both bending and tensile components.12,13

Strain (%)
0.0

0.8

0.5

1.0

1.5

Force-cantilever travel
Stress-strain

20

0.4

10

Stress (MPa)

Force (µN)

0.6

0.2

0

0.0
0

2

4

6

Cantilever travel (µm)
Figure 4.7. Typical Fl-x curve in the elastic region for a single PS nanofibre.
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θ

l

l0

Ft
x

θ

Ft

Fl

l

Figure 4.8.(left) Optical microscope image of a PS nanofibre being stretched by an AFM
cantilever and (right) a schematic diagram showing the dimensions and vectors used to calculate
the tension force in each arm of the fibre (Ft) from the force measured at the cantilever (Fl). l0 &
l are the initial and final length of the fibre and x is the cantilever travel distance.

The electrospun fibres measured here have dimensions and properties that fall in
the range that a 3- point mechanical test can be treated as tensile stretching rather
than 3-point bending. Using the tensile stretching model rather than a bending model
to fit the data is also supported by the observed non-linearity of the elastic region of
the Fl-x curves for all nanofibres studied (Figure 4.7). Under this assumption the
𝐹

following expressions can be derived for the fibre stress ( 𝑡 ,σ) and strain (ε) as
𝐴
illustrated in Figure 4.8:

𝐹

𝑙
𝜎 = 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝐴

𝜀=

�

𝑥
�−𝑙0
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝑙0

𝑥

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 = 𝑙

0

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)
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where Fl is the lateral force acting on the cantilever (directly converted from the
measured ∆Vl with αl), A is the cross-sectional area of the fibre, x is the cantilever
travel from the initial point of snagging the fibre, θ is the angle between the stretched
and initial position of the fibre and lo is half the initial length of the fibre as shown
schematically in Figure 4.8. These equations were used to convert the experimentally
obtained force versus cantilever travel curves to stress-strain curves. Equation 3.2,
which was used in the calibration of AFM cantilevers, is not used here. The stressstrain curves were then used to obtain the fibre’s E along with the yield and breaking
stresses (stress at failure), and, the yield and breaking strains. A detailed step by step
approach to using this model to obtain these mechanical properties is presented in
Appendix 1. At very small strains (<0.1 %) the stress strain curve shown in Figure
4.7 shows a large error due to θ approaching zero (equation 4.3). This factor is
typical of all the mechanical tests carried out by the lateral loading method and
meant that the very small strain mechanical properties could not be accurately
determined. Stress concentrations may exist at the point of contact between the AFM
tip and at the bending edges of the nanofibre which means that the breaking strains
reported should be considered as a lower limit.

4.3.2.1 Macro-scale comparison of mechanical tests carried out in a standard tensile
and 3-point configuration

As further confirmation that the tensile only model was applicable to the AFM
testing method, tensile tests were performed on macro-scale fibres with similar
Young’s moduli and aspect ratios to the nanofibres. Ideally, the mechanical
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properties measured from the 3-point configuration, with the previously discussed
model applied to the data, should match the properties measured in a standard tensile
configuration on identical samples. Elastomer toughened PS fibres and thin rubber
bands were chosen as ideal materials to test, as they have a three orders of magnitude
difference in modulus, and their moduli are similar to those of the materials used to
form nanofibres.

The experimentally determined

stress-strain

curves

obtained

from

the

conventional tensile test were similar to those obtained from the three point bending
geometry for both materials. Figure 4.9 shows example stress-strain curves obtained
from the elatomer toughened PS fibre and it is clearly seen that the overall shape of
the curve is similar regardless of the testing configuration used. Repeat tests were
performed in each configuration for both materials. The key mechanical properties
were determined from each test and are summarised in Table 4.1. For both materials,
the Young’s moduli were equivalent when obtained from the standard tensile and 3point mechanical tests (for the sample size there was no significanct statistical
difference in the two values). The yield strain, breaking strain and stress at break for
the elastomer toughened PS rod tested in both configurations also match within
experimental error. The breaking stress and strain of the rubber band however
increased by 50% from the tensile to the three point test configuration. The increase
in the breaking strain which is easily measured could not be due to an incorrect
model for calculating stress. This difference suggests that the rubber band responds
differently in the two test configurations and is probably related to the effects of
clamping on the failure process. Despite this difference in elongation at break for the
rubber band, the strong correlation between all other mechanical properties measured
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using tensile tests in the two configurations verifies the application of the 3-point
configuration for AFM mechanical tests on fibres when the aspect ratio is
appropriate.

Table 4.1. Mechanical property values experimentally determined by standard and 3 point
configuration tensile tests. The errors are the SD of 8 separate experiments.

PS/ABS
rod
Rubber
band

εy (%)

E
Tensile
2.0 ± 0.15
GPa
2.6 ± 0.44
MPa

3 point
2.0 ± 0.14
GPa
2.2 ± 0.25
MPa

εb (%)

σb (MPa)

Tensile
2.4 ± 0.18

3 point
2.0 ± 0.15

Tensile
53 ± 5.9

3 point
46 ± 9.4

Tensile
36 ± 2.7

-

-

260 ± 28

380 ± 28 2.1 ± 0.30

3 point
38 ± 2.0
3.4 ± 0.011

40
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Stress (MPa)
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3-point
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0
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Figure 4.9. Example stress strain curves of elastomer toughened PS rod obtained from
mechanical tests in both conventional tensile test and the 3-point configuration.
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Mechanical tests of nanofibres made from a range of materials

The mechanical properties measured for the electrospun fibres made from the five
chosen polymers along with their bulk properties obtained from literature are listed
in Table 4.2. The range of E values that is covered by these materials spans two
orders of magnitude. The AFM method presented in this thesis should be able to
easily measure nanofibres with E values that are another two orders of magnitude
above and below the range that are represented by this material group. To increase
the range of material properties able to be measured by the AFM method, a
cantilever with a higher or lower αl can be employed. Strains of up to 300 % were
measured, although this range is limited by the scanning range of the AFM
piezohead used here. The total strain limit could be increased by choosing a TEM
grid with smaller gap sizes or using a stage stepper motor to increase the cantilevers
range of movement. The smaller gap would mean a shorter initial length of the
nanofibre to be measured and hence the same cantilever travel would result in a
higher strain. However, this narrower gap would also affect the aspect ratio of the
nanofibre and the effect on the model used to interpret the data would need to be
considered.

The variability in properties measured using the AFM method was particularly
large in some cases. The standard deviations (SD, based on a minimum of 10 repeat
tests) were in the range of 8-70%, 5-43% and 5-39% based on the average E, σy and

σb, respectively. The particularly high variability in these properties is well above the
~15% SD associated with calibrating the lateral conversion factor. A larger
contribution to the variability possibly originates in the error associated with
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measuring the fibre cross-sectional area from AFM images taken on regions of the
fibre laying on top of the TEM grid. Also, because the fibres cannot be imaged with
the AFM precisely where they are suspended across a trench, the cross-sectional area
is assumed to be constant along the fibre length which may not be accurate as not all
electrospun fibres produced were completely uniform. Highly non-uniform fibres
(large beading or more than 100 % variation in diameter) could be screened for by
optical microscopy, however, smaller but still significant variations could not be
observed before testing and the variation was up to 50 % SD for some fibres. Any
uncertainty in determining the cross-sectional area relates directly to the uncertainty
in the measured stress (Equation 4.2) and, hence, the E, σy and σb.

The measured strains, εy and εb, have a smaller SD (6-25%) compared to the stress
measurements. The reduced experimental error for strain measurements can be
attributed to the improved accuracy with which the length of the fibre can be
measured. The initial length of the fibre, being typically 50 to 80 µm, was measured
by optical microscopy to within ±5 µm. Also the changing length of the fibre was
measured by the cantilever travel from the point of contact with the nanofibre to
within a maximum error of ±0.1 µm depending on how clearly the contact point
shows on the force versus cantilever travel curve. In addition, the errors associated
with the measurement of fibre cross-sectional area and the lateral conversion factor
are not included in the strain calculation. These small uncertainties in distance
measurements result in relatively small variations in strain.

Each of the main mechanical properties for each of the 5 tested materials is
discussed in more detail in the following sections.
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Table 4.2. Mechanical properties for electrospun fibres made from a range of polymers with the experimental ±SD from a minimum of 5 experiments.

Material

σy (MPa)

E (GPa)
Nanofibre

PS

1.2 ± 0.47

PLGA 85:15

2.2 ± 0.91

Bulk
2.4-3.2

14

1.25-2.8615

εy (%)

σb (MPa)

Nanofibre

Bulk

Nanofibre

Bulk

24 ± 10.3

a

-

2.2 ± 0.48

a

Nanofibre

-

31 ± 10.6

31 ± 12

-a

2.4 ± 0.51

-a

76 ± 22
d

εb (%)
Bulk

Nanofibre

Bulk

85 ± 15

1-414

41.7-55.615

210 ± 65 e

2.3-9.515,16

d

30-60

14

PAA 0 min UVN2

2.4 ± 0.79

-

40 ± 4.8

-

3.0 ± 0.48

-

-

-

-

-

PAA 5 min UVN2

1.3 ± 0.10

-

52 ± 2.8

-

4.4 ± 0.29

-

150 ± 7.9

-

150 ± 16

-

PAA 10 min UVN2

1.3 ± 0.46

-

36 ± 2.6

-

3.5 ± 0.36

-

240 ± 18

-

80 ± 7.5

-

PAA 20 min UVN2

2.2 ± 0.21

-

44 ± 6.9

-

2.7 ± 0.41

-

180 ± 59

-

61 ± 15

-

PAA 40 min UVN2

1.7 ± 0.58

45 ± 6.6

-

3.5 ± 0.82

-

160 ± 20

0.059 ± 0.027

-b

-b

-b

-b

-d

SE

0.070 ± 0.049e

-b

-b

-b

-b

41 ± 16 e

17.517
27.2c
-

59 ± 9.0

SIBS

0.002 - 0.01417,18
0.00233c
4,19
220 - 280 kPa

107817
891c
19
200 - 370

-d
91 ± 47 e

a

PS and PLGA in bulk do not yield but undergo brittle fracture

b

The yield point for elastomers such as SIBS and SE is not applicable and so not reported

c

Previously obtained on a bulk sample of the same material in our groups laboratory

d

The breaking point of PAA 0 min UVN2 and SIBS is beyond the limit of the used AFMs x travel range

e

These values have a dependency on cross-sectional area, which gives rise to their large SD when averaged across multiple fibres
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4.3.3.1 Young’s modulus

4.3.3.1.1

Glassy polymers

The three glassy polymers tested (PS, PLGA and dry PAA) all gave moduli values
in excess of 1 GPa, as is typical for these types of materials. The E of the PS
nanofibres reported here at 1.2±0.47 GPa is lower than that reported for bulk PS
which ranges from 2.4-3.2 GPa.14 Given the inherent error in the measurement of
modulus discussed above, the significance of the lower than expected E is uncertain
and would need to be confirmed by another technique. Additionally, it was noted that
there was no discernible effect of the fibre cross-sectional area on the measured E, as
shown in Figure 4.10. The degree of uncertainty in determining the E value is
unaffected by the fibre cross-sectional area and no trend can be seen in the data
presented in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. The E of PS nanofibres versus the cross-sectional area.

The measured E for PLGA 85:15 nanofibres at 2.2±0.91 GPa is within the range
reported for bulk PLGA at 1.25 to 2.86 GPa.15 The close correlation between the E of
the materials in bulk and as nanofibres suggests that the E of PLGA 85:15 is not
affected by its nano-dimensions within the experimental uncertainty. As with the PS
nanofibres, there was no clear trend in the effect of different fibre cross-sectional
areas on E within the range of fibre cross-sectional areas tested (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11. The E of PLGA 85:15 nanofibres versus the cross-sectional area

The author was unable to locate an E for bulk dry PAA in the literature. The
absence of information on dry bulk PAA may be due to PAA being used exclusively
as a hydrogel. However, the observed E of ~1-2 GPa for a range of UVN2 treatment
times is within the typical range for glassy polymers. The UVN2 treatment of PAA
produces cross-links which increase in density with increasing exposure time which
is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. The increasing cross-link density did not
have any significant effect on the E of dry PAA as the distance between cross-links is
too large to inhibit relative molecular motion prior to yield.
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Elastomers

The moduli measured for the two elastomeric polymers (SIBS and SE) were
significantly lower than the glassy polymers, as expected. The measured E for the
rubbery SIBS nanofibres of 59 ± 27 MPa is significantly larger than that observed for
SIBS of the same formulation as a bulk film at 2 MPa18 and as fibres of ~100 µm
diameter at 14 MPa.17 The effect of cross-sectional area on the E of SIBS nanofibres
is unclear from the sample size measured here (Figure 4.13). The higher E observed
for fibres with a cross sectional area of 0.64 µm2 may be due to the fibres depositing
under tension and the initial slope of the stress-strain curve not being measured.
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Figure 4.12. The E of SIBS nanofibres versus their cross-sectional areas.
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As discussed in more detail in Chapter 1, SIBS gains its unique mechanical
properties from a phase separation of the glassy PS and rubbery PIB blocks. The
typical size of the phases is on the order of ~20 nm. The increase in E observed in the
SIBS nanofibres in comparison to bulk SIBS may be due to the restricting of the
polymer chains to the dimension of the nanofibres (400 nm radius). This physical
restriction of the phases and the significant drawing of the fibre by the
electrospinning process may change the resultant morphology of the phases and
increase the measured E.

AFM studies of SE nanofibres gave considerably higher modulus values (9-150
MPa) than previously reported for SE in bulk (0.22 – 0.28 MPa20) or as a mat of SE
electrospun nanofibres (0.27 MPa4). It was also noted that there was a significant
increase in the measured E of the SE nanofibres with decreasing cross-sectional area
(Figure 4.13). However, the E of the SE was not affected by increasing the
crosslinking time above 4 hours (Figure 4.13).

Fully dry SE and natural elastin are hard and brittle when dry, but become soft
and elastic when swollen with water, hence any change in E may be due to
differences in the final water content. Typically, the final water content of a
hydrogel, (which the SE can be considered as, albeit, a particularly complex one) is
related to the crosslink density. As a result, an increase in crosslink density which
reduces the water content typically results in a higher E. An increase in E with
increasing crosslink density has been previously observed for similar biological
elastomers such as fibrinogen21 and synthetic hydrogels.22,23 However, due to the
complex nature of the tropoelastin protein which makes up SE, it is unclear as to the
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reason why individual electrospun nanofibres of SE should have a higher crosslink
density with decreasing cross-sectional area. The increase in crosslink density, may
be caused inadvertently by the alignment of the tropoelastin monomer leading to a
different alignment of its crosslinking lysine groups. The direction of the crosslinks
for the related biological elastomer, fibrin, whether they be head to tail (longitudinal)
or bridging laterally (transverse) is still a matter of debate and the effects,
unclear.21,24,25

Elastin is thought to owe its striking elasticity to both the coiling up of the overall
structure and to the coiled hydrophobic domains of the tropoelastin protein unit itself.
These hydrophobic domains do not take part in any of the crosslinking due to the
absence of lysine groups. An additional complication in interpreting the cause of the
shift in E values is the possible denaturing of the tropoelastin protein by the
electrospinning solvent, HFIP, which has been proposed for electrospun collagen
fibres.26 The denaturing of the tropoelastin may mean that applying what is known
about native elastin is not appropriate.
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Figure 4.13. The E of SE nanofibres versus the cross-sectional area and crosslinking time, the
error bars represent the SD of a minimum of three separate tests.

4.3.3.2 Breaking strains and resilience

4.3.3.2.1

Glassy polymers

The breaking strain measured here for PS and PLGA 85:15 nanofibres
respectively, at 85% ± 15% and 210% ± 65% greatly exceeds that reported in the
literature of bulk PS and PLGA respectively, at 1 – 4%14 and 2.3 – 9.5%.15This is a
significant shift for these materials which are typically brittle on the bulk scale but
undeniably show significant ductility here at the nano-scale under a tensile test.
Typical stress strain curves showing the ductility of PS and PLGA nanofibres,
respectively, are shown in Figures 4.14and 4.15. Both curves show a yield-like
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transition followed by extensive post-yield drawing. Bulk samples of PS and PLGA
fracture before yielding (at room temperature).
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Figure 4.14. Stress-strain diagram from an AFM 3-point tensile test of an individual PS
nanofibre.
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Figure 4.15. Stress-strain diagram from an AFM 3-point tensile test of an individual PLGA
nanofibre.

One explanation for the observed increase in breaking strains well beyond the
typical bulk yield point relates to the lack of defect sites in the nanofibre. Brittle
failure in glassy polymers such as PS and PLGA has been attributed to surface defect
sites such as flaws and sub-microscopic cracks.14 A lack of defects in the electrospun
nanofibres or a reduction in defect size would prevent the nucleation of cracks and
the associated brittle failure. In such circumstances, the stress can reach the yield
point and the nanofibre can then be extensively cold-drawn.

The transition crack size is a concept used to explain the effect of pre-existing
cracks on the ductility of materials.27 Materials having cracks less than the transition
crack size will be ductile with the strength determined by the yield strength. For
materials having a crack larger than the transition crack size, failure will be brittle
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and the fracture strength determined by the largest crack length. The transition crack
size (a*) can be estimated from:

𝐾2

𝑎∗ = 𝜋𝑌 2𝐼𝑐𝜎2
𝑦

4.5

Taking a fracture toughness (KIc) for polystyrene28 as 0.7 MPa.m1/2 and the yield
strength (from Figure 4.14) of 35 MPa and assuming the geometry factor (Y) to be
unity, the transition crack size is approximately 100 µm. Thus, nanofibres of
diameter 0.5µm must have crack sizes significantly less than the transition size and
correspondingly show ductile behaviour.

SEM images of PS and PLGA nanofibres that were stretched to incremental
strains until break are shown in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 respectively. The
primary goal of the incremental strain SEM images was to inspect the fibres for any
evidence of crazing or necking. Neither PS nor PLGA show any significant signs of
necking throughout their entire strain range. However, the clear presence of a yield
point in the stress-strain curves for both polymers does indicate the onset of plastic
deformation. This lack of an observable neck suggests that the nanofibres must
plastically deform uniformly along their entire length enhancing their ductility.
Additionally, there does not appear to be any signs of damage or buckling at the
contact point of the AFM tip at the centre of the fibre’s length so that localised
yielding does not appear to have occurred.

The higher magnification SEM images of the PS and PLGA nanofibres do show
that the fibres are far from being perfectly smooth fibres. The PS fibres appear to be
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quite rough on the surface and show a number of slight indents that could possibly
act as sites for stress concentration and hence crack nucleation, however none of
these defects are oriented perpendicular to the direction of a tensile stress. The PLGA
fibres are qualitatively less rough than the PS fibres but do show structural defects
that appear like a fin on the underside of the fibre. This suggests that despite the
fibres having some defects on the scale of tens of nanometres, these defects are well
below the transition size of 100 µm and hence do not negatively affect the ductility
of the polymers.
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Figure 4.16. SEM of PS nanofibres that were stretched with the AFM to (a1 & a2) 4.3 %,
(b1&b2) 22 %, and (c1&c2) 25 % strain, a2 and b2 were taken at the midpoint between the
TEM grid bars to look for any impact of the AFM tip while c2 is the breaking point of the fibre.
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Figure 4.17. SEM of PLGA nanofibres that were stretched with the AFM to (a1 & a2) 9.5 %,
(b1 & b2) 61 % and (c1 & c2) 130 % strain,a2 and b2 were taken at the centre of the fibres
length to look for any impact of the AFM tip while c2 is the breaking point of the fibre.

Although there is no effect of cross-sectional area on the εb of PS fibres (over the
range tested), PLGA fibre εb increases with increasing cross-sectional area (Figure
4.18). If, as suggested previously, the fibres are plastically deforming uniformly
along their length, then having more of a cross-sectional area, in the case of PLGA,
to uniformly contract into the cold drawing polymer could provide the observed
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increase in εb. However, observing a gradual decrease in fibre diameter would
require a much more thorough SEM study of the PLGA fibres with increasing strain,
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which is also complicated by the fibres being more of a disc shape than round.
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Figure 4.18. The breaking strain of (left) PS and (right) PLGA 85:15 electrospun fibres versus
fibre cross-sectional area. The PLGA fibres with breaking strains beyond the scope of the AFM
are plotted as hollow squares at an arbitrary strain of 300%.

The alignment of polymer chains that is induced by the electrospinning process is
a common explanation for changes observed in the properties of electrospun fibres
compared to the same polymer in bulk.2,29 The molecular alignment is caused by the
significant drawing of the polymer jet during electrospinning.

Micro-Raman spectroscopy was used here to investigate the alignment of the
polymer chains in the electrospun PS fibres.2,3 A mat of aligned PS fibres suspended
across a gap were set at 0o and 90o to the plane of polarisation (Figure 4.19). The
spectra were normalised to the peak at 620 cm-1 to observe the relative change in
intensity of the peak at 1000 cm-1. The change in intensity of the peak at 1000 cm-1
with orientation to the plane of polarisation indicates that the polymer chains are to
some degree aligned along the axial direction of the nanofibres. However,
quantifying the alignment is not possible without a comparable standard and the less
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than 100% alignment of the fibres themselves with the plane of polarisation (Figure
4.20) is another complicating factor.
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Figure 4.19. Raman spectra of aligned PS nanofibres at 0o and 90o to the plane of polarisation
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Figure 4.20. Optical microscope image of a section of the aligned PS nanofibre mat analysed
with micro-Raman spectroscopy.

An increase in molecular alignment of atactic PS, as measured by birefringence,30
has been previously shown to bring about a brittle to ductile transition in PS fibres on
the sub mm scale.31,32 The ductility of the resulting fibres was shown to be
independent of any of the separate variables used in the extrusion of the fibres
(quenching temp, output rate, quenching media etc.) but directly dependent on the
resulting degree of polymer chain alignment produced. The observed ductility of the
molecularly aligned PS fibres was then further attributed to the inability of cracks to
form perpendicular to the fibre axis.31

Brittle failure in polymers on the bulk scale has also been attributed to the loosely
defined ‘strain softening’ of the material being greater than the ‘strain hardening’.
Strain softening is a term given to the observed phenomenon of the true stress
dropping after the yield point although the physical causes of it are not well
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understood.33 Strain hardening refers to an increase in the true stress after the yield
point. The physical cause of strain hardening however, is more closely understood
and is typically attributed to the entanglement or network density of a polymer
material,34 or to strain induced molecular orientation35 and crystallisation.36 Strain
softening leads to the localisation of stresses and hence brittle failure. The ductility
of a material is related to the ability of strain hardening factors to offset the strain
softening and distribute the stresses evenly throughout the material. Strain hardening
of bulk PS has been achieved by pre-conditioning the material with a tensile
deformation while below its Tg.33 Because the previously observed strain hardening
of the bulk PS disappeared only 30 minutes after pre-conditioning, strain hardening
could not be attributed to molecular orientation. A reduction in the strain softening of
the material was attributed to a possible change in free volume induced by the pretreatment that then dissipated over time.

Another explanation for the observed brittle to ductile transition of the nanofibres
may be gained from the strain hardening mechanisms observed for brittle polymers
with added nanoparticles. Brittle polymer-rubber blends undergo a brittle to ductile
transition when the space between the rubber particles, or ‘matrix ligament
thickness’37 is below a critical value.38–40 Ductility is induced at a matrix ligament
thickness below 300 nm which is similar to the size of the nanofibres measured here.
The increase in ductility has been attributed to an increased mobility of polymers in a
nano-confined geometry rather than any adhesion to the nanoparticles themselves.40
While the PS and PLGA nanofibres made from neat polymer here do not have the
same anchor points of the nanoparticles, the dimensions of the fibres are limited to
similar dimensions of the minimum matrix ligament thickness. This could increase
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their surface area to the point where polymer chain mobility is increased and hence,
ductility increases. Further investigation of the nano-scale enhancement of ductility
observed here for PS and PLGA could lead to important insights into the mechanism
of strain softening and hardening, and the process of toughening in rubber toughened
polymers.

The shift of a polymer material from brittle at the bulk-scale to ductile at the
nano-scale has been reported here for the first time. In the literature, the discussion of
size effects on the mechanical properties of nanofibres has been mostly limited to the
E with little attention paid to the effect on ductility. A reduction in the ductility of the
normally ductile poly(caprolactcone) PCL upon a decrease in nanofibre diameter was
observed by Wong and co-workers.41 However, this effect was attributed to the
inability of the material to form a neck at such already reduced diameters.
Additionally Jaeger et al observed no change in nanofibre ductility for poly(L-lactic
acid) at the nanoscale.42 The conflicting observations on the changes in ductility of
nanofibres observed here and in the literature suggest that the resulting nano-scale
ductility effect is material and process dependant.

Although there are no bulk values to compare for PAA, a decrease in ductility
with increasing UV exposure time was observed for PAA nanofibres (Table 4.2).
This trend is more easily observed in the comparison of stress strain curves shown in
Figure 4.21. The details of the UV induced crosslinking and chain scission of PAA
by UVN2 exposure are included in Chapter 6, but briefly, the fibres are clearly
crosslinked as evidenced by their insolubility in water after UVN2 treatment and the
proposed mechanism includes some chain scission which is significantly dampened
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in an oxygen free atmosphere. Crosslinking and chain scission of a high
entanglement density polymer typically decreases its ductility.43–45 The crosslinking
of polymer chains reduces their mobility which prevents the uncoiling and slipping
associated with post yield drawing and ductility. The significant strain hardening
observed upon crosslinking is also typical of an increase in crosslink density of
glassy polymers.34
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Figure 4.21. Stress-strain curves from an AFM 3-point tensile test of PAA nanofibres UVN2
treated for 0 and 40 minutes. The curve for the 0 minute UVN2 PAA curves back on itself
because the fibre did not break before the AFM reached its full scan limit and began to unload
the fibre. The plot for 20 min UVN2 exposure time is not included as it is not significantly
different from the 40 min UVN2plot.

A breaking strain of the 0 min UVN2 PAA being more than ~275% is most
unusual for a glassy polymer. These samples did not break at the maximum
extension possible in the AFM test. Dry bulk PAA is a relatively brittle material
which was confirmed by a macroscale mechanical test carried out on a bulk sample
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(Figure 4.22) that fractured at just 4% strain. The bulk PAA was a thin strip of PAA
(~100 µm thick, 5 mm wide and 75 mm in length) which was drop cast in a plastic
mould. The high extensibility of the non-crosslinked PAA nanofibre may be due to
the absorption of atmospheric water into the nanofibre to an extent not possible on
the bulk scale in the short time between drying and being tested. However, a
significant amount of moisture absorbed by the PAA should lower its E well into the
10s of MPa range typical of hydrogels.46 As described above, the modulus of the
PAA nanofibres remained in the glassy region (> 1 GPa) indicating that significant
moisture absorption had not occurred. It may be that the PAA is absorbing moisture
as it is placed under stress and due to the small diffusion distance inherent with the
nanofibre as opposed to the bulk sample, it is enough moisture to keep the fibre from
breaking. In addition, the processes that enable high ductility in polystyrene
nanofibres, as described above, may also facilitate high degrees of ductility in PAA
nanofibres.
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Figure 4.22. Force versus strain curve for dry, bulk PAA with no UVN2 exposure.

4.3.3.2.2

Elastomers

The breaking stress and strain of SIBS was unable to be measured by this
technique. SIBS is well known for its high extensibility, up to 1000 % strain for the
17 mol % styrene used here. A breaking strain of 1000 % is well beyond the limit of
the technique used here of roughly 250%.

Because the fibre was not broken at the limit of the AFM scanning distance, an
‘unloading’ curve was obtained as the cantilever scanned back to its original position
(Figure 4.23). The mechanical test was then repeated immediately to produce a total
of 6 cycles of loading and unloading. Any stress observed in the unloading curve is
caused by the SIBS nanofibre elastically recoiling back to its original position along
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with the AFM tip thus continuing to apply a force to the cantilever. Cycles 2 to 6
show a shift in the initial point of contact between the cantilever and the fibre to
higher values of x (cantilever travel) as a result of plastic deformation. The plastic
deformation of the SIBS fibre is further evidenced in images taken from the video
footage of the mechanical test (Figure 4.24). The fibre clearly does not return to its
original length, instead buckling after unloading from the cantilever. The resilience
of the SIBS nanofibre on the first cycle is only 13 % but increases to ~50 % for the
remaining cycles.
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Figure 4.23. Stress-strain diagram from an AFM 3-point tensile test of an individual SIBS
nanofibre over 6 consecutive cycles.
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SIBS fibre
Cantilever

Figure 4.24. Optical microscope stills taken from a video of a SIBS electrospun fibre mechanical
test (left) before loading with the AFM cantilever (middle) at the full loading limit of the AFM
and (right) unloaded, before the second cycle of the mechanical test.

The εb of electrospun SE nanofibres decreases with decreasing cross-sectional
area (Figure 4.25). Also shown in Figure 4.25 is the effect of crosslinking time which
provides no significant change to the εb of the SE nanofibres. The larger fibres with a

εb approaching 175% are comparable to the bottom of the range reported for bulk SE
of 200-370%19. However, the εb of the smaller SE fibres is significantly decreased
from that of bulk SE.

Similar to the observed increase in E with decreasing cross-sectional area, the
decreasing εb observed can be attributed to a more constrained network. Then, the
possible sources of the increased network constraint carry over into the discussion of

εb including, does the alignment of the molecules alone effect the εb or does the
alignment then alter the resulting crosslink density and additionally is the
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tropoelastin denatured by the HFIP solvent leading to the change from bulk values. A
possible method of separating the effect of the solvent on the SE mechanical
properties would be to cast a bulk film from HFIP and compare its properties to one
cast from water or electrospun from water.
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Figure 4.25. The εb of SE nanofibres versus the cross-sectional area and crosslinking time, the
error bars represent the SD of a minimum of three separate tests

Bulk elastin typically displays a resilience of 90%.47 This high resilience at the
bulk scale is preserved in the measured electrospun SE nanofibres, which unlike the
E and εb shows no significant effect from a change in cross-sectional area (Figure
4.26). The increasing cantilever travel speed from 1 to 100 µm/s also has no effect on
the resilience of the SE nanofibres but the resilience does begin to drop once the
maximum strain of the resilience tests increases above ~7 % (Figure 4.27). At strains
above ~7 %, the resilience drops to a minimum of ~80 % which is comparable to the
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resilience reported for the synthetic polybutadiene at 80 % but less than that of the
elastic protein resilin which has a reported resilience of 97 % up to strains of 200
%.48.
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Figure 4.26. The resilience of electrospun SE nanofibres versus cross-sectional area and
crosslinking time. These resilience values are taken from measurements up to a total strain of
~8% at a cantilever travel speed of 10 µm/s.
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Figure 4.27. Typical plots of resilience versus cantilever travel speed including the total fibre
strain limit used for the test. The plots are taken from fibres cross-linked for 24 hours with cross
sectional areas of (left) 0.16 µm2 and (right) 0.24 µm2 hence the different maximum fibre strain.
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As described in more detail in the methods, the resilience measurements reported
here are those taken after an initial ‘break in’ cycle. The resilience measured during
this break in cycle was consistently 15-25% less than the values obtained in the 5
following repeat cycles. However, no permanent plastic deformation of the SE
nanofibres was observed in either the stress-strain curves or by observation via
optical microscopy.

An insight into the cause of the drop in resilience of SE nanofibres with increasing
strain and after the break in cycle comes from comparing the stress-strain curves
obtained during a continuous mechanical test and those obtained from the second
cycle of resilience tests at increasing strains (Figure 4.28). The first resilience test to
7 % strain limit, follows the continuous mechanical test. The following resilience
tests, which are after the initial ‘break in’ cycle, do not follow the continuous
mechanical test but do approach it towards the end of the strain limit of the cycle.
This deviation of the resilience test stress strain curve from the continuous
mechanical test suggests that after stretching to strains above ~7 % and retracting the
fibre, the SE proteins do not return to their initial native state within the time scale of
the experiment. However, as described previously, this deformation of the SE
proteins from their native state does not result in any observable plastic deformation.
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Figure 4.28. Stress strain curve of an individual SE electrospun nanofibre including the data
from a (dashed line) continuous mechanical test and (solid lines) resilience tests at 1 µm/s to
increasing total strains.

4. 4 Conclusions

This study into the mechanical properties of individual nanofibres has produced a
testing method that is easily applicable to a wide range of polymers. The AFM
method used to measure the mechanical properties of the nanofibres assumed that the
fibres were not bending but instead undergoing axial tensile stretching. The
assumption was verified through equivalent macro-scale 3-point tensile tests. At the
nanoscale, the main source of error was determined to relate to the inaccuracies in
determining the nanofibre cross-sectional area. Consequently, the variation in
modulus and strength values for the nanofibres was considerable. Measurement of
strain was significantly more accurate than of stress. Within the limitations of the
method, it was determined that the modulus could be measured to a standard
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deviation of ~45%. While less accurate than macro-scale testing, the AFM method
was still able to readily distinguish between glassy and rubbery polymers on the basis
of their moduli values. Further, it was possible to show that the moduli of certain
polymers changed with fibre cross-sectional area and degree of crosslinking.

Secondly, it has been possible to identify a number of interesting observations
relating to unexpected mechanical behaviour of nanofibres in comparison to the
behaviour of the equivalent bulk polymers. In particular, it was noted for the first
time that typically brittle, glassy polymers can show considerable ductility at the
nanoscale. This effect was observed for polystyrene, PLGA and poly(acrylic acid).
This increased ductility was attributed to a lack of any significant defect sites in the
nanofibres and possibly to the alignment of the polymer chains along the length of
the fibres induced by the electrospinning process. Further work is needed in order to
fully elucidate the mechanisms behind these observations but in doing so important
insights into the fundamental behaviour of polymers could be obtained.

The mechanical behaviour of SIBS nanofibres was also considerably different to
that of bulk SIBS of the same composition. The nanofibres showed an order of
magnitude higher E compared to that on the bulk scale. It is recommended that
further investigation into the effect of the nanoscale on the phase separation of SIBS
is required to understand the cause of these unusual mechanical properties.

The SE nanofibres also showed a significant increase in E from bulk values which
increased further with decreasing cross-sectional area of the fibres. The elongation at
break also tended to decrease with decreasing cross-sectional area. The complex
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nature of the rhTE protein and the crosslinks between them that makes up SE means
that coming to a significant conclusion to the mechanism of the increase in E of the
SE nanofibres based on the mechanical tests alone is not possible at this stage.
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5.CROSSLINKING NEAT ULTRATHIN
FILMS AND NANOFIBRES OF PHRESPONSIVE POLY(ACRYLIC ACID) BY
UV RADIATION
5. 1 Introduction

Hydrogels are an important class of material particularly for the range of bio
applications that are targeted by electrospun nanofibres outlined in Chapter 1.
However, electrospinning requires that the polymer must be able to flow, meaning
that crosslinking of the polymer and the resultant formation of a hydrogel must take
place after the electrospun fibres are formed. The result is that traditional solution
based crosslinking techniques are not applicable to the nanofibres as they dissolve
before crosslinking can occur. For example, chitosan fibres with diameters larger
than 10 μm are readily crosslinked by soaking them in a solution containing glutaric
aldehyde.1 However, this procedure fails to crosslink fibres of the same material with
diameters less than 100 nm.

As an alternative to solution based crosslinking, thermal, radiation, and vapour
initiated crosslinking can be used. Thermal crosslinking was used to produce
electrospun nanofibre hydrogels for a mixture of PAA and poly(vinyl alcohol) or
between a polymer and an added crosslinking molecule.2–4 Crosslinking via UV
radiation has been used to form hydrogel nanofibres by electrospinning a
combination of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) oligomers and a
photoinitiator.5 Thermal initiation of crosslinks can have the unwanted side-effects of
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heating the polymers above their Tg resulting in agglomeration of the nanofibres. In
addition, any remaining unreacted crosslinking molecules or photo-initiators are not
desirable for applications where they may leach out and be a source of toxicity or
contamination.

Some polymers contain appropriate functional groups which form radicals upon
absorption of UV radiation without the need for a separate photo initiator molecule
being present. Whilst the application of UV radiation to achieve through thickness
crosslinking is simple, this approach was not reported in the literature prior to the
work presented here. The reason that this method has not been put into practice is
most likely due to the high density of UV absorbing functional groups preventing
application to thick samples. In contrast, electrospun nanofibres that contain suitable
functional groups should be readily crosslinked by UV exposure because they are
thin.

This chapter presents the application of short wave ultraviolet subtype – C (UVC)
radiation to crosslink PAA nanofibres, which form hydrogel fibres when immersed
in water. The pH responsive swelling of the PAA hydrogel fibres with increasing
UVC treatment time was characterised. Finally, the techniques developed in this
thesis to measure the mechanical properties of individual nanofibres are applied to
measuring the actuation force of a single PAA nanofibre on swelling and contracting
from a change in pH.
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5. 2 Methods

5.2.1

Amine functionalisation of glass slides and AFM cantilevers

Glass slides were used as a substrate to support the nanofibres. The slides were
cleaned and hydroxylated by immersion in freshly made piranha solution6 (3 parts
conc. H2SO4: 1 part 32% H2O2 by volume) for 1 hour then rinsed with copious
amounts of Milli-Q followed by acetone then blown dry with nitrogen (care must be
taken not to mix acetone and piranha solution). The cleaned slides were then placed
into a 3% v/v solution of APTES in acetone for 20 minutes with slow stirring to
produce an amine functionalised surface. The glass slides were then removed from
the solution and rinsed with copious amounts of acetone, blown dry with N2(g) and
cured in an oven at 110oC for 10 minutes.

In order to increase the adhesion between the AFM tip and fibres during lateral
mechanical tests, AFM tips were also functionalised with APTES. The cantilevers
were first UVO treated for 10 minutes followed by soaking in a 3% v/v solution of
APTES for 5 minutes.

5.2.2

Fabrication of electrospun and crosslinked fibres

Fibres were electrospun as described in chapter 2. An amine functionalised glass
slide was placed on top of the aluminium foil collector for easy collection of fibres
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ready for crosslinking and analysis. The electrospun fibre coated glass slides were
then exposed to UVC radiation as described in chapter 2.

5.2.3

PAA nano-fibre and thin film characterisation

Thin films and fibres were characterised by optical microscopy, AFM, UVVisible spectroscopy and FTIR. Gold coated silicon nitride triangular cantilevers
(Veeco Instruments) were used. All of the AFM imaging was conducted in contact
mode. The UV-Visible spectroscopy was carried out on a film of PAA drop-cast on
to quartz slides that was then dried under vacuum. FTIR was carried out with PAA
drop cast onto a CaF2window.

For AFM analysis, each nanofibre sample was imaged over a 400 µm2 scan area.
The same regions of fibres were imaged when dry then consecutively over six
electrolyte changes cycling between pH 3 and pH 8. The volume change due to
swelling was obtained from two line traces taken on each image (Figure 5.1). Each
line trace was defined at, or a specific distance from, a cross over point of two fibres
to ensure that the same location was measured each time. The volume swelling ratio
(Sv) was calculated in each environment against the dry volume by measuring the
cross-section area of each fibre and assuming that the length is constant. The height
and width of the fibres were also taken over a minimum of 10 points for each image
and used as a measure of fibre degradation. The AFM tip widths were ignored when
measuring the width of the fibres as they are at least an order of magnitude less than
the fibre widths.
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Force-indentation curves were performed for a qualitative measure of the
hydrogel stiffness.

Figure 5.1. Typical AFM image of dry PAA nanofibres. Traces taken at the dashed lines labelled
‘α’ and ‘β’ were used to calculate the volume change of the fibres over consecutive images.

To image the samples in pH buffer, a 1 mm thick silicone chamber gasket
(Coverwell) with a 20 mm diameter internal well was applied over the section of
fibres of interest on the glass slide. The AFM imaging tip was then lowered into the
liquid with the meniscus surrounding the cantilever holder so that both the cantilever
and sample were immersed in electrolyte when the images were recorded.
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5.2.4

Micro-patterning of PAA thin films

A thin film of PAA was formed by spin casting a solution of 2% w/v PAA in
water onto a silicon wafer at 1500 rpm. TEM grids (copper, 300 mesh purchased
from ProSciTech) were used as a mask by placing on top of the film which was then
exposed to UVC radiation in the presence of oxygen for 5 minutes. The TEM grids
were then removed and the sample soaked in Milli-Q water for 24 hours that had
been adjusted to pH 2 with a few drops of concentrated HCl as a precaution to
prevent the crosslinked portion of the PAA film swelling excessively and possibly
dislodging from the silicon wafer. The sample was then dried and imaged by optical
microscopy and AFM.

5.2.5

Fixing of multilayer films

Quartz slides were functionalised with APTES using the same method for glass
slidesdescribed earlier in this section. A functionalised quartz slide was then placed
into an aqueous solution of 1 mg/ml PAA for 5 minutes, rinsed thoroughly with
Milli-Q water and placed into an aqueous solution of 0.5 mg/ml PAH for 5 minutes.
The pH of the solutions werenot adjusted as both PAA and PAH are partially
charged when added to Milli-Q water. After deposition of each bilayer the film was
dried under a nitrogen stream and a UV-Vis spectrum was obtained. After 6 bilayers
were deposited on the quartz slide it was immersed into a 0.1 M NaOH solution for
10 minutes then rinsed with milli-Q water and dried under a nitrogen stream. This
deprotonates the PAH leaving it with no charge and destabilises the multilayer film.
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An additional quartz slide with 6 bilayers was treated with UVC radiation for 8
minutes (4 minutes for each side of the slide) followed by soaking in 0.1 M NaOH
for 10 minutes then rinsing and drying. The crosslinking of neat PAH was tested for
by spin coating a silicon wafer with an 8 % w/v solution at 3000 rpm for 50 seconds,
exposing to UVC radiation in air for 15 minutes then testing for solubility by soaking
in NaOH for 10 minutes.

5.2.6

Single PAA nanofibre actuation measurement

5.2.6.1 Constant strain actuation measurements

PAA nanofibres were electrospun on to TEM grids, UVC treated under nitrogen
(UVN2)treated for 5 minutes and glued in place, as described previously in Chapter
2. The suspended fibres were then immersed in pH 3 solution within a small plastic
petri dish that fit underneath the AFM head. The AFM cantilever was brought in
close to the fibre to be measured by viewing through the optical microscope and
making coarse adjustments of its position with the AFM stepper motors and stage
manipulators. The AFM tip was then moved accurately into the centre of the fibre's
length and into within <100 nm of contact with the fibre using the piezo motor of the
AFM head.

With the cantilever now in place with relation to the fibre, the constant strain
actuation measurement was then carried out. A schematic diagram outlining the
method used for the constant strain actuation measurement is presented in Figure 5.2.
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The fibre was initially stretched at its midpoint laterally by the cantilever in the same
manner used for mechanical testing. The fibre was stretched to a strain that was
sufficient to prevent the fibre dislodging from the cantilever once it was eventually
swollen at pH 8. The pH was then cycled from pH ~3 to pH ~8 followed by a pause
then back again to pH ~3 by infusing ~30 ml of the appropriate solution through the
petri dish with a push/pull syringe pump operating at 3.5 ml/min. A push/pull syringe
pump was used to ensure the total volume of the cell did not change and hence,
overflow. At each pH the fibre was also subjected to a small amplitude strain cycle to
determine the elastic modulus. The cantilever was scanned back and forth over 500
nm (equivalent to a strain of approximately 1%) at a constant 500 nm/s for a
minimum of 5 cycles. Once the pH had been cycled and the 500 nm scans carried
out, the fibre strain was then incrementally increased by ~2.5%. The pH cycling and
500 nm cantilever scans were then repeated in the same manner at each strain
increment. For ease of expression, this procedure (pH cycling and 500 nm scans)
carried out at a single strain will be referred to as a ‘run’. To ensure adhesion
between the tip and PAA nanofibre, an APTES functionalised AFM cantilever was
used.
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Figure 5.2. Schematic illustration of the procedure for carrying out constant strain actuation
measurements at increasing strains. Each “run” consisted of an initial pre-strain adjustment at
pH 3 followed by a small amplitude strain oscillation to determine modulus after which the pH
was changed to pH 8 and the small amplitude strain oscillation repeated.

5.2.6.2 Free standing fibre actuation observation

For a rough quantitative analysis of the PAA nanofibre’s ‘free strain’, (total strain
from actuation under no applied stress) the free standing fibres were filmed during
the pH change through a calibrated optical microscope. The fibres were free standing
in that they were not touched by an AFM cantilever in any way but still glued in
place between the bars of a TEM grid. The pH solutions were infused through at a
fast rate of ~5 ml/s. This rate is clearly much faster than the 3.5 ml/min infusion rate
used for the constant strain actuation measurements and was used to test the limits of
actuation rate in the nanofibres. This faster infusion speed could not be used for the
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constant strain measurements due to the large interference the high fluid flow caused
with the AFM signal.

5. 3 Results and Discussion

Electrospun PAA fibres were deposited at low density on the glass slides,
allowing easy identification of the fibres by an inverted optical microscope (Figure
5.3a). The dry electrospun PAA fibres had an ellipsoidal cross-sectional shape with
an average height and width of 125 nm and 750 nm respectively, as determined from
the AFM trace (overlay in Figure 5.3a; and Figure 5.3b). These are consistent with
those reported by Li and Hsieh for electrospun PAA.2

Figure 5.3. (a) Optical image of dry electrospun PAA fibres with AFM image overlaid in the
centre; and (b) representative single scan taken from the AFM image showing cross-sections of
5 fibres.
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5.3.1

Effects of UVC radiation on the morphology and chemical structure of
PAA electrospun fibres.

There was a significant decrease in the observed fibre’s cross-sectional area by
increasing UVC radiation time from 5 to 25 minutes (Figure 5.4). No significant
change in the dry fibre’s cross-sectional area was observed for UVC exposure times
less than 5 minutes. The observed reduction in cross-sectional area for radiation
exposure times greater than 5 minutes is due to loss of volatile decomposition
products to the atmosphere. The exposure of PAA nanofibres to UVC radiation in the
presence of air resulted in a gradual decomposition of PAA.
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Figure 5.4. Dry fibre height and width averaged over points taken from triplicate samples at 1, 5
and 25 min UVC radiation time in an air atmosphere with error bars indicating one standard
deviation. These fibres were imaged dry after UVC irradiation.

In contrast to an air atmosphere, exposure of PAA nanofibres to UVC radiation in
a nitrogen atmosphere resulted in no observable change in fibre cross-sectional area
for radiation exposure times of up to 25 minutes. This contrast in atmosphere
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dependent stability of PAA is evident by AFM imaging of the fibres post UVC
exposure (Figure 5.5). Severe degradation of the air-exposed samples is clearly
evident (Figure 5.5b).

Figure 5.5. AFM height image of PAA fibres UVC treated for 25 minutes in a (a) nitrogen
atmosphere and (b) in an air atmosphere.

It is expected that PAA, like most polymers, should degrade when exposed to
UVC radiation in an oxygen containing atmosphere.7–9It was also expected that the
volume loss associated with this degradation would not be apparent until after an
initial period of UVC exposure. For the system presented here, UVC exposure longer
than 5 minutes is necessary to produce molecular fragments through chain scission
and oxidation reactions that are small enough to be volatile and evolve from the solid
fibre. These results are consistent with diffusion limited oxidation, where the rate of
oxygen consumption in the PAA is much greater than the rate at which oxygen can
be resupplied by diffusion from the surrounding air atmosphere.10 Hence,
equilibrium oxidation is expected at the nanofibre’s surface but reduced or nonexistent oxidation occurs in the fibre interior.10 In a nitrogen atmosphere, the PAA
fibres do not degrade substantially within 25 minutes, as oxidation will not occur
without oxygen being present.
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5.3.1.1 Gelation mechanism.

UVC radiation of the PAA nanofibres in either air or nitrogen atmospheres for the
exposure times studied (1-25 minutes) resulted in insoluble fibres that adhered to the
amine functionalised glass substrate and swelled when placed in pH 8 buffer. The
fact that the fibres remained attached to the substrate indicates that the fibres were
crosslinked to some degree through their entire thickness by the UVC treatment.
Uncrosslinked material would dissolve and cause the fibres to detach. The UVC
exposed fibres did not dissolve even when immersed in water for one week. In
contrast, PAA fibres not exposed to UVC radiation dissolved rapidly when immersed
in water. Hence, the PAA nanofibres were successfully crosslinked by the UVC
radiation.

The use of UVC radiation to crosslink bulk polymer samples without the aid of an
initiator has not previously been reported. In a similar approach, Wu et al recently
added azido bearing functional groups to PAA, which forms a free radical when
exposed to UVA radiation with a wavelength of 365 nm.11 The free radicals formed
then reacted with neighbouring molecules in multilayered films. The key
disadvantage of Wu et al’s approach, compared to the one presented here, is that
there are additional steps required to attach the azido bearing groups to the PAA. A
significant advantage of Wu et al’s approach is that the crosslink density is
determined by the density of azido groups and becomes independent of radiation
time once saturation has been reached.
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UV radiation exhibits a small penetration depth due to its low energy. As such,
UVC radiation is normally considered as a surface effect and would produce a
crosslinked skin on a thick polymer sample.12 In the situation presented here, the
concentration of the UVC absorbing group is high, so it is expected that the
crosslinking is localised over a length scale in the order of 10-100 µm.13 A gradient
in crosslink density may occur through the thickness of the nanofibres due to a
decrease in light intensity with penetration depth. However, quantification of the
crosslink density at small length scales is difficult and the variation in crosslinking of
PAA using UVC radiation is unknown at this time. This area is the subject of
ongoing research. The results clearly demonstrate that when the thickness of the
sample approaches the nanoscale, then it is seen that UVC radiation can be exploited
as a through-thickness cross linking technique. Consequently, nano-thick polymers
may be crosslinked by UVC radiation analogous to samples many orders of
magnitude thicker being crosslinked by high energy radiation like γ-radiation,14 or
electron beams. As such, UVC radiation may find commercial application for
crosslinking membranes formed by electrospinning that are used for biomedical
applications. UVC radiation may also be applied to crosslink ultra thin polymer
films, particles or capsules.

The exact reaction path for crosslinking the PAA is difficult to isolate. We believe
the crosslinks to be chemical bonds and not physical bonds as they are stable at all
solution pH’s studied, and the swollen fibres are highly elastic. In a previous
degradation study the crosslinking of PAA by UVC was noted.15 It is known that
irradiation of PAA by 248 nm wavelength UVC primarily leads to Norrish I αcleavage of the carboxylic acid group (Scheme 5.1) which can then either recombine,
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degrade the polymer through β-scission or form inter and intra molecular
crosslinks.16
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Scheme 5.1. UVC induced Norrish I α-cleavage of the carboxylic acid group from PAA

It is clear that competing processes leading to both chain scission and crosslinking
are taking place when the PAA fibres are exposed to UVC in air. At the surface
region oxygen reacts with the radicals on the PAA (Scheme 5.2) which undergoes
further reactions leading to chain scission and finally, the production of low
molecular weight volatile components.17 In the interior there is minimal oxygen and
chemical crosslinking is the dominant process (Scheme 5.3). In contrast, in the
nitrogen atmosphere chemical cross linking at both the surface and the interior is the
dominant process. It should be noted that chemical crosslinking is more dominant
here than for polymer solutions as the polymer chains are in close proximity to each
other.18
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Scheme 5.2. Radical scavenging by oxygen
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Scheme 5.3. Possible scheme for the UVC induced crosslinking of PAA in the absence of oxygen

Further evidence for the chemical transformation of the PAA upon UVC radiation
is the change in the FTIR spectrum of a drop cast PAA film with different UVC
exposure times (Figure 5.6). The broad peak from 3700 cm-1 to 2400 cm-1 is due to
the O-H stretch of a carboxylic acid while the sharp peak within that region from
3000 cm-1 to 2850 cm-1 is due to the C-H stretch of an alkane.19 By integrating the
area under each region and calculating the ratio of the two, a quantifiable measure of
the change in chemical composition was obtained. The inset in Figure 5.6 shows an
inverse relationship between the amount of O-H groups relative to the C-H groups
for UVC exposure times up to 40 minutes (58.3 J/cm2). This relationship supports the
proposed reaction scheme where carboxylic acid groups are lost and carbon - carbon
bonds are formed.
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Figure 5.6. FTIR spectra of PAA with increasing UVC exposure time and inset showing the
ratio of the integral intensity of the carboxylic acid O-H stretch (3700 - 2400 cm-1) to the alkane
C-H stretch (3000 – 2850 cm-1).

For practical applications, a high ratio of crosslinking to chain scission is
desirable. As oxygen is a reagent for chain scission reactions for many polymers,
excluding it from the polymer undergoing irradiation is essential to efficient
crosslinking. In the absence of oxygen, experimental variables including radiation
wavelength, polymer thickness, radiation intensity and irradiation time will
determine if and where crosslinks form, but they are unlikely to alter ratio of
crosslinking to chain scission for PAA.
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5.3.2

Effects of UVC radiation on the pH responsive swelling of PAA
electrospun fibres.

The swollen cross-section of PAA electrospun fibres exposed to UVC radiation in
air for 5 and 25 minutes at pH 3 and pH 8 were successfully measured by AFM. In
contrast, the PAA fibres exposed to UVC radiation for 1 minute were too soft to be
reliably imaged by AFM with the cantilevers that were available. The difference in
sample stiffness and hence, imaging quality, is most likely due to the difference in
crosslink densities, with the softer sample having a lower crosslink density. The 1
minute exposed sample was of similar or lower stiffness than the AFM cantilever
being used, thereby leading to difficulties in imaging. This observation indicates that
the increasing UVC time from 1 to 5 minutes increases the stiffness and hence the
crosslink density of the PAA fibres.

The crosslinked PAA nanofibres exhibited substantial changes in volume when
the immersion solution was changed from pH 8 to pH 3. The fibres swelled in mildly
alkaline solution (pH 8) and shrunk in acidic solution (pH 3). The dimensional
changes were reproducible, as shown in Figure 5.7, which shows individual scans
taken over the same region on 3 fibres in the dry state and following 3 consecutive
pH switching cycles. The dashed lines in Figure 5.1 show the sections analysed.
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Figure 5.7. Representative traces taken from consecutive AFM images in different
environments. These traces were taken from the positions shown by the dashed lines (α and β)
in Figure 1 for PAA nanofibres exposed to UVC radiation for 5 minutes in air.

The UVC treatment time greatly affected the extent of change in swelling induced
by pH switching. The 5 minute UVC treated PAA nanofibres swelled to ~1.6 times
the dry volume in pH 3 and ~7.6 times (87% electrolyte by volume) the dry volume
in pH 8 (Figure 7). Swelling ratios decreased with increasing UVC treatment time
from 5 to 25 minutes (that is 7.3 to 36.5 J/cm2) (Figure 7). In pH 3, the 25 minute
UVC treated fibre attained swelling of Sv ~0.91; in pH 8 these values were slightly
higher at Sv ~2.0.
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Figure 5.8. Sv over traces taken from three samples at both 5 and 25 min UVC treatment time
and after successive changes in solution pH. Error bars indicating one standard deviation in
swelling ratio.

The observed reduction in swelling ratio for increasing UVC radiation dose is
likely due to an increase in crosslink density. An increase in crosslink density
introduces more constrained junctions into the network and a reduction in
swelling.20,21 Somewhat unexpectedly, the 25 minute treated PAA sample showed an
initial shrinkage when first immersed in solution (pH 3). It is likely that leaching of
low molecular weight soluble fragments and uncrosslinked PAA may counteract the
swelling and produce a small reduction in dimensions. Subsequent pH switching
produced the expected swelling and shrinkage in a reproducible manner.

5.3.3

Effects of UVC radiation on the mechanical properties of PAA
electrospun fibres

The fibres exposed to UVC radiation for 5 minutes showed outstanding
robustness as evidenced by the occasional “snagging and dragging” of fibres by the
AFM tip during imaging (Figure 5.9). Sections of the fibres, anchored at their crossover junctions could be dragged considerable distances without failure. In fact,
within the limits of the range of motion offered by our AFM, we were unable to
break a fibre while stretching it between the junction points to tensile strains greater
than 120%. While we are now conducting controlled experiments to quantify the
toughness and modulus of the nanofibres, these preliminary experiments demonstrate
that the UVC crosslinked PAA nanofibres exhibit substantial mechanical resilience
in the wet state, which is highly unusual for hydrogels.
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Figure 5.9. AFM height image of PAA nanofibres irradiated by UVC for 5 minutes and then
immersed in a pH 3 electrolyte on (a) the first scan showing a mostly stationary fibre from top
to bottom and (b) the fourth scan showing the same fibre being snagged and dragged whilst
anchored at the two crossover points.

Indentation tests of the AFM tip into the individual fibres also indicate that the
crosslink density of the fibres is much larger for 25 minutes than it is for 5 minutes
exposure to UVC radiation. The 5 minute PAA fibres at pH 3 give an indentation
stiffness of ~0.10 N/m, much lower than that of the 25 minute sample at > 0.19 N/m
(Figure 5.10). As the cantilever stiffness (~ 0.2 N/m) is similar to that measured for
the 25 minute sample, only the minimum stiffness can be inferred. Thus, in
qualitative terms, PAA exposed to UVC radiation for 25 minutes is at least twice as
stiff as the same material exposed to UVC radiation for just 5 minutes. This change
in stiffness is consistent with an increase in crosslink density.22
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Figure 5.10. AFM approach indentation curves carried out in a pH 3 environment on different
surfaces.

5.3.4

Further applications

The inherent simplicity of this method for crosslinking thin films or fibres of PAA
lends itself to a variety of applications or extensions of the method. Two examples
are described below.

5.3.4.1 Micropatterning of PAA thin films.

The crosslinking mechanism proposed should be localised to regions exposed to
UVC radiation. Consequently, a mask or focused laser UVC radiation can be used to
pattern complex shapes into PAA films. To demonstrate this effect, we employed
TEM grids as masks on top of a PAA spin coated film.
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The AFM height image taken in the masked area shows a clear pattern in the PAA
thin film that matches the TEM grid used as a mask (Figure 5.11). The raised areas
represent the gaps in the grid where the PAA film was exposed to UVC radiation and
crosslinked. The valleys correspond to the wires of the TEM grid where the film was
not crosslinked and dissolved away after being soaked in the acidic solution. The
application of a mask proves that the crosslinking reaction is confined to regions
exposed to UVC radiation.

Figure 5.11. AFM height image of a dry, thin PAA film, UVC treated while masked with a TEM
grid then soaked in acidic solution to remove un-crosslinked PAA, revealing the pattern of the
mask.
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5.3.4.2 Stabilisation of multilayer films.

Multilayer films formed by the layer-by-layer technique are an ideal thickness to
be crosslinked by UVC radiation, where one of the layers is PAA or another
polyelectrolyte with appropriate functional groups. Multilayer films are currently
being developed for many applications including drug delivery systems and
functional coatings. Layer-by-layer systems are typically two component systems,
where at least one of the two components is a weakly charged polyelectrolyte.

To demonstrate the stabilisation of multilayer films, PAA and PAH were
employed for the alternate layers. PAH is a polyelectrolyte with a positive charge
when dissolved in milli-Q water that also crosslinks when exposed to UVC radiation.
The crosslinking of PAH ultrathin films was evident from their insolubility in 0.1 M
NaOH after exposure to UVC radiation.

The evolution of the multilayer film, formed by alternatively dip coating in PAA
and PAH, can clearly be seen in the UV-Vis spectrum taken after the deposition of
each bilayer (Figure 11). The inset in Figure 11 shows that the increase in absorbance
with number of bilayers is linear, suggesting that the same amount of material is
being deposited each time. Soaking an untreated multilayer film in 0.1 M NaOH for
10 minutes completely removes the film from the quartz slide (Figure 12 a).
However, after UVC treatment for 8 minutes, the film has been fixed and not
removed after immersion in 0.1 M NaOH (Figure 12 b). It is likely that crosslinks
have formed within and between the PAA and PAH layers. The crosslinking
mechanism contrasts that proposed by Wu et al

for PAA modified with
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photoreactive azido groups.11 Here we have achieved a similar result without needing
to modify the PAA but simply employing a higher energy (smaller wavelength) UV
radiation that forms free radicals in both polyelectrolytes.
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Figure 5.12. UV-Vis spectra of the PAA/PAH multilayer film increasing in absorbance with
number of bilayers.
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Figure 5.13. UV-Vis spectrum of a 6 bilayer PAA/PAH film on quartz before and after soaking
in 0.1 M NaOH for 10 min (a) with no UVC exposure and (b) after 8 minutes of UVC exposure.

5.3.5

Single PAA nanofibre actuation measurement
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The raw data obtained from a typical run, along with the data obtained over a run
with no fibre attached to the cantilever (blank run) are shown in Figure 5.14. The
first point of interest is the significant noise observed in the lateral deflection voltage
signal (Vl) that occurs during the blank run due to the injection of solution with a
different pH. The noise began when the pH 8 solution was infused into the cell at
~150 seconds, and ended at ~300 seconds. A similar, but opposite in magnitude,
temporary drift in Vl for the blank run wass observed as the pH 3 solution was
infused into the cell at ~350 seconds, which then ended at ~500 seconds. This
temporary noise is also observed in the run with the fibre attached to the cantilever
on top of the Vl change due to fibre actuation at ~ 225 and ~525 seconds.

No fibre on cantilever
Fibre on cantilever

2.0
1.8

Offset Lateral Deflection (V)

1.6
1.4

pH 8 infusion

1.2

pH 3 infusion

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Time (s)
Figure 5.14. The raw data, lateral deflection versus time, obtained during a single run with and
without a PAA fibre attached and stretched by the cantilever. Where the cantilever is attached
to a fibre, the fibre is stretched to a strain of 30%. The arrows indicate the starting time of the
relevant pH solution infusion.
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Ideally, Vl should only change if the cantilever itself is being deflected due to a
lateral force acting on the tip. However the temporary noise in Vl observed during the
blank run cannot be due to a force acting on the tip. The temporary nature of the
noise suggests that the period of mixing of the different pH solutions is the cause
rather than the permanent change in pH or ionic strength. However, why this period
of mixing causes a temporary drift in Vl is unclear. The cantilever may be bending
due to the heat of mixing between and acid and base, however, this would result in a
normal deflection of the cantilever. A more likely reason for the noise is the
turbulence of the two solutions mixing together artificially shifted the laser path.
Additionally, the slight increase in magnitude of noise signal while a fibre is attached
to the cantilever cannot be accounted for. Despite the exact reason for the noise being
unclear, the temporary nature of the drift allows it to be easily removed from each
run.

The run with a fibre attached, presented in Figure 5.14, is presented again in
Figure 5.15 but with the Vl converted to the force felt by the fibre (Ft) and the noise
caused by pH solution mixing removed. The point of 0 seconds was taken as the
point where the initial strain of 30% was first applied to the fibre in a pH 3 solution.
The Ft initially decreased to a small degree after the initial application of strain to the
fibre, due to viscoelastic relaxation. Once the Ft stabilised at ~50 seconds, the 500
nm scans were applied to the fibre and the slope of the curve during these scans was
used to determine the stiffness and elastic modulus (E) of the fibre (Table 5.1). After
a minimum of 5 scans of 500 nm, the infusion of pH 8 solutionwas commenced at
~100 seconds. The dashed lines in Figure 5.15 represent where the drift due to pH
solution mixing has been removed. A drop in Ft was observed once the solution pH
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reached a value high enough to cause the fibre to swell (>pH 5) at ~200 seconds.
This drop in Ft was the force generated by the PAA nanofibre, (Ft(BD)) caused by a
combination of the fibre increasing in length due to the actuation process (∆FtA) and
the changing modulus (E) of the fibre (∆FtE) (Figure 5.16). The swelling of the fibre
and change in E occur simultaneously. Once the fibre had stopped swelling and Ft
stabilised at ~240 seconds, the 500 nm scans were repeated (to measure stiffness and
E at pH 8), followed by infusion of the pH 3 solution at ~320 seconds leading to an
increase in Ft. Here, the increase in Ft was caused by the combination of the fibre
shrinking due to the pH dropping below pH 5 and again, the E change of the fibre.
Once the Ft had stabilised at ~600 seconds, the fibre strain was increased and the
next run carried out.

Figure 5.15. Ft versus time for the same run with a fibre attached that is presented in Figure
5.14and inset showing a zoomed in portion of the graph that more clearly displays the additional
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500 nm cantilever scans. The dashed lines represent where the drift in force due to pH solution
mixing was removed from the data.
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Figure 5.16. Illustration of the PAA fibre held at a constant strain and the components that
make up the total Ft upon swelling at pH 8, adapted from.23

The processes contributing to the pH induced change in tension force in the
nanofibres are illustrated in Figure 5.16. The initial setup involves applying a fixed
prestrain to the nanofibre. The change in pH induces a change in fibre cross-sectional
area (A), modulus (E) and volume that all contribute to the measured change in
tension force. The measurements consider the force change occurring from steps B to
D (Ft(BD)) as shown in Figure 5.16 and correspond to isometric (constant length)
actuation.

The Ft(BD) change occurring in the PAA nanofibre due to the pH shift was
modelled by the following equation used for actuators on the macro scale:23,24

𝐹𝑡(BD) =

∆𝐿(AB)
𝐿0

1

𝐴𝑌 �αβ − 1� −

∆𝐿0
𝐿0

𝐴′𝑌′

5.1
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where ∆L(AB) is the initial pre-stretch applied, L0 is the initial length at pH 3 prior to
stretching, A and Y are respectively the cross-sectional area and E both at pH 3, A’
and Y’ are respectively the cross sectional area and E both at pH 8, α =A/A’, β=Y/Y’
and ∆L0 is the free stroke or the change in length expected at zero applied stretch due
to a change in pH from 3 to 8. Equation 5.1 is based on the assumption that the
nanofibres are linearly elastic materials. The range of ∆L(AB) that the fibres were held
at correlated to a strain range of ~28 % to ~40 %. The stress strain curve of a PAA
nanofibre at pH 3 is presented in Figure 5.17. Therefore a plot of the experimentally
determined Ft(BD) obtained at each pre-stretch applied (∆L(AB)) should be linear, with:

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =

𝐴𝑌
𝐿0

1

�αβ − 1�

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 =

−∆𝐿0
𝐿0

𝐴′𝑌′

5.2

5.3

allowing ∆L0 to be calculated using the experimentally determined A’and Y’ as given
in Table 5.1. The stiffness (S at pH 3, S’ at pH 8) of the fibres measured during the
500 nm scans at each pH is:

𝛿𝑓

S = 𝛿𝐿 =

𝐴𝑌

5.4

𝐿0

and by rearranging equation (5.2) to obtain:

𝐴′𝑌′

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 = �

𝐿0

−

𝐴𝑌
𝐿0

�

5.5
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the value of the experimentally determined slope should be equal to the difference in
the stiffness at pH 8 and pH 3.
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Figure 5.17. The stress-strain curve of a PAA nanofibre in solution at pH 3 with inset showing a
close up of the strain range covered by the ∆L(AB) used in the actuation tests.

The plot of Ft(BD) versus ∆L(AB) for three fibres is presented in Figure 5.18 along
with the tabulated data of the experimentally and theoretically determined actuation
parameters in Table 5.1. The experimentally measured force changes are all negative,
since the tension force decreases as the nanofibre swells when the pH is increased
from 3 to 8. For each of the three nanofibres tested there is a clear decrease in the
magnitude of the force change (Ft(BD)) that occurs during actuation when the level of
static pre-stretch (∆L(AB)) was increased. That is, the further the fibre was stretched at
pH 3, the smaller was the force change when the pH was increased to 8. There were
some differences observed in the force changes measured for each fibre at a given
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pre-stretch degree, however, the difference was within the experimental error
observed for lateral force cantilever calibration.

The dashed lines shown in Figure 5.18 are least-squares linear fits to the
experimental data. The close fits to the experimental data highlights the linear
dependence of the force change with the amount of pre-stretch. This linear
dependence is as predicted theoretically and described in equation 5.1. The slopes of
the linear fits should correlate to the difference in nanofibre stiffness that results from
the pH change. As shown in Table 5.1, the calculated slopes (equation 5.2) and
measured slopes agree very well. The slight differences in measured stiffnesses again
most likely reflect the experimental error.
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Figure 5.18. Force generated (Ft(BD)) by the three PAA fibres measured at different initial prestretch (∆LAB).
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Table 5.1. Properties of the three fibres tested: S= stiffness; A= cross-sectional area; Y= elastic modulus; ∆L0= free stroke; ε0= free strain. Properties indicated with
a ’ prime are taken at pH 8, while other properties are taken at pH 3.

S

S’

Slopea

Slope b

A

A’

Y

Y’

∆Lo

εo

(N/m)

(N/m)

(N/m)

(N/m)

(µm2)

(µm2)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(µm)

(%)

1

0.040

0.080

0.040

0.043

0.12

0.42

9.3

5.2

5.5

20

2

0.047

0.097

0.050

0.059

0.12

0.42

9.7

5.5

5.5

23

3

0.026

0.064

0.038

0.039

0.12

0.42

6.6

4.5

6.8

24

Fibre

a

Calculated from equation 5.5

b

Obtained from Figure 5.18
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The calculated free stroke, (∆L0) and free strain (εo) of each of the three PAA
nanofibres is given in Table 5.1. These values were calculated using equation 5.3 and
the intercept of the curve in Figure 5.18. In addition, εo was obtained experimentally
from the free standing actuated PAA nanofibres recorded via optical microscopy
(Figure 5.19). The values of εo obtained via optical microscopy presented in Table
5.2 are only approximate estimations that are most likely smaller than the true value
due to some of the fibre’s length not being parallel to the viewable plane. These
experimentally estimated free strains were in the range of 15-19% and are slightly
smaller than the free strains determined from the isometric actuation force data (2024%). Given that the experimentally determined values of εo obtained from the video
images are likely to be somewhat smaller than their true value, they provide good
agreement with the calculated εo.

Figure 5.19. Still images from a video taken through an optical microscope of PAA nanofibres
UVN2 treated for 5 minutes and suspended between the bars of a TEM grid (left) contracted at
pH ~3 and (right) swollen at pH ~8. The fibres are traced with a black line for clarity as they are
faint in the unaltered picture.
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Table 5.2. PAA nanofibre free strain (ε0), free strain rate (ε0/s) and the solvent diffusion
coefficient (D) taken from the free standing fibre actuation video. The ε0/s values used anε0 of
17%.

εo(%)

εo/s (%/s)

D (X 10-10 cm2/s)

15 - 19

4.3 – 6.8

3.4 – 5.4

The experimentally determined values of free strain (from video images), crosssectional areas and the nanofibre stiffness were used to calculate the expected force
change using equation 5.1. Figure 5.20 plots the calculated force change versus the
measured force change and it is seen that the three data sets all show a slope close to
the expected 1. Given this uncertainty in determining the free stroke, the measured
and calculated force changes are in good agreement, which provides support for the
analytical model used.
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Figure 5.20. Plot of the calculated and experimentally determined Ft(BD) at equivalent ∆𝑳(𝑨𝑩) .
The solid black line is the expected trend with slope = 1 and intercept = 0.
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In practical terms, the PAA nanofibres behave in a similar manner to that
previously reported for conducting polymer actuators.23,24 That is, the extent of
actuation diminishes as the applied load or applied pre-stretch increases. The
decreased actuation is due to the increase in stiffness (or modulus) that accompanies
the increase in volume caused by a shift in pH from 3 to 8. The increase in stiffness
tends to cause an increase in tension force at constant length that partially counteracts
the decrease in force caused by the volume, and hence length, increase. The net
measured force is the sum of these two effects.

The decrease in modulus with an increase in volume of hydrogels has been
reported previously.21,22,25 Typically, the modulus first decreases with an increase in
volume since the number of elastically-active network chains per cross-sectional area
decreases. However, at high swelling the chains become highly extended and
considerably stiffer which then leads to an increase in modulus.

The actuation of bulk hydrogels is prohibitively slow for most applications due to
being limited by the diffusion rate of water into the hydrogel, which is inversely
proportional to the square of the diffusion distance.26,27 As a result of their small
diameters, the time taken for complete swelling of the nanofibres during the free
standing measurements carried out here, is on the scale of seconds rather than hours
typically observed for similar hydrogel materials on the millimetre scale.28–30 As a
roughly quantitative measure of how the actuation rate of the PAA nanofibres
measured here compares to similar hydrogels on the bulk scale, the diffusion
coefficient (D) of water into the PAA nanofibre upon switching from pH 3 to pH 8
was calculated by the following equation:
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𝐷=

𝑟2
𝑡

5.6

where r is the radius of the fully swollen nanofibre and t is the time taken for
complete swelling of the fibre measured via optical microscopy of the free standing
fibres. The PAA nanofibres measured here have an average D value of ~4.4 X 10-10
cm2/s which is 3-5 orders of magnitude slower than those reported in the literature
for hydrogels with similar Sv.26,29,31,32 This discrepancy in the value of D suggests
that although the nanofibres are swelling within a few seconds, this is still much
more slowly than they should be considering their size. The D value calculated for
the PAA nanofibres will inherently be smaller than its true value because it is also
limited by the rate of pH change caused by the infusion of pH 8 solution. However,
the large discrepancy of 3-5 orders of magnitude suggests some deviation from
purely Fickian controlled diffusion processes. Further experiments which provide a
faster method of switching pH may provide insight into the possible deviation from
purely diffusion controlled swelling of PAA nanofibres.

5. 4 Conclusions

Neat PAA hydrogel nanofibres were produced by the simple process route of
electrospinning followed by exposure to UVC radiation. The UVC radiation forms
chemical crosslinks through free radical reactions. In the absence of oxygen, the
nanofibres remain undegraded to treatment times of 25 minutes (36.5 J/cm2). The
crosslink density, and hence the swelling and mechanical properties of the fibres, is
readily controlled by employing different UVC radiation doses. The crosslinked
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fibres were pH-responsive, swelling and contracting repeatedly in response to a pH
change. The fibres were also mechanically robust, being able to be stretched to at
least 120% strain without failure. Localised crosslinking could be achieved using
masks or other optical methods. The method was also used to crosslink PAH and
multilayer thin films where one or more of the layers contained a UV sensitive
polymer.

The actuation force generated by the individual PAA nanofibres when held at
increasing constant pre-strains was measured successfully for the first time. The
actuation force decreases in magnitude with increasing pre-load strain due to the
increase in stiffness of the fibre that occurs simultaneously with the fibre swelling.
This behaviour in actuation force fits well with a model previously developed for
bulk scale conducting polymer actuators. As a result, the measured actuation force
could be predicted from the free stroke, cross-sectional area and stiffness of the
nanofibre.

The rate of actuation for the PAA nanofibres was significantly enhanced
compared to similar materials on the bulk scale. However, the enhancement of
actuation rate was not to the expected degree but this may simply be due to the rate
of pH change being limited.

The approach presented herein can be readily applied to produce hydrogel
nanofibre membranes for applications including artificial muscles and tissue
engineering scaffolds. Indeed, UVC radiation sensitive polymers may be crosslinked
to form films, fibres, membranes, particles or capsules without the aid of photo-
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initiators. This approach is ideal for medical applications due to its inherent purity
and simplicity.
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6.MONITORING THE DEGRADATION OF
INDIVIDUAL PLGA NANOFIBRES
6. 1 Introduction

As discussed briefly in Chapter 1, the chemical degradation of PLGA occurs
through the hydrolysis of its ester bonds.1,2 The resulting degradation of the material
as a whole is then thought to proceed over a few stages.3 Firstly, chain scission
reduces the molecular weight of the PLGA. As the molecular weight decreases,
fragments that are sufficiently small become solvated thereby detaching from the
bulk polymer and initiating mass loss. Finally, when the molecular weight becomes
small enough, the resulting oligomers solubilise, and complete dissolution is
achieved. There are a number of additional factors that affect the speed of progress
though these stages with the rate for the entire process referred to as the ‘degradation
rate’. These factors include the ratio of lactic acid to glycolic acid groups,3 the
molecular weight, the inherent crystallinity, the chain orientation4 as well as the
dimensions of the material.5–7 The dimensions of the material have a counterintuitive effect on the degradation rate of PLGA in that above a lower limit of 10 µm,
thicker PLGA films degrade faster than thinner films. This increase in degradation
rate with increasing thickness is thought to be brought about by the increase in the
amount of trapped, nearby acid end groups which autocatalyse the hydrolysis of ester
bondsdegradation.5–7 The effect of thickness on degradation rate implies that the
degradation rate of individual nanofibres should be slower than that observed for
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bulk systems, however significant changes from bulk degradation rates have not been
observed for mats of electrospun PLGA nanofibres.4,8–10

In addition to the overall degradation in terms of drop in molecular weight and
mass, electrospun PLGA mats were investigated for their degradation in regards to
volume change, water absorption, and the change in mechanical properties of the
mats.4,8–10 However, as discussed in Chapter 1, the mechanical properties of an entire
mat may not be the same as those of the individual fibres due to unaccounted void
space within the mat or the complicating factor of how the fibres are interacting with
each other. It is important to know the properties of the individual fibres, as it is the
individual fibres that cells interact with in tissue engineering applications.

In this chapter, the method for mechanical testing of individual nanofibres with
the AFM is adapted to measuring the mechanical properties of individual PLGA
85:15 electrospun nanofibres during degradation.

6. 2 Methods

6.2.1

Degradation of PLGA nanofibres

The method used for electrospinning PLGA 85:15 nanofibres on to TEM grids
and gluing them in place was outlined in Chapter 2. For the degradation study, eight
separate TEM grids mounted individually on square ~4cm2 glass slides were used to
collect the nanofibres. Due to the somewhat random nature of the electrospinning
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process, each of the 8 TEM grids were spanned by at least 1, but up to a maximum of
5 individual fibres suitable for mechanical testing. The individual fibres which
spanned the entire width of the TEM grid were then glued in place along the bars of
the TEM grid to provide individually mounted fibres ready for mechanical testing
with the AFM. In total across the 8 TEM grids used, there were 19 individual fibres
spanning the entire width of the TEM grid that were then glued in place to create 150
individual fibre portions for mechanical testing.

Initially at least one portion of each of the 19 fibres was mechanically tested while
dry, along with imaging to determine the fibre dimensions. Once the dry testing was
complete, the 8 TEM grids with mounted fibres were placed into PBS solution at
37oC. The temperature was held at a constant 37oC by use of a water bath. At
increasing time intervals from 12 hours up to 20 days, one of the 8 TEM grids was
selected at random and a minimum of 5 individual fibre portions were tested for
mechanical properties and imaged to check for any changes in dimensions. The
change in cross-sectional area of the fibres with degradation time were calculated
using the following equation:

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

𝐴𝑡 −𝐴0
𝐴0

6.1

where At is the cross-sectional area of a fibre at some time during PBS immersion
and A0 is the dry fibre cross-sectional area before PBS immersion. The mechanical
testing and imaging conducted on the degrading fibres was done whilst also
immersed in PBS solution that was contained in a small plastic petri-dish, which
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fitted underneath the AFM head. The testing was carried out in PBS as drying out the
fibres could have damaged them or altered their properties.

6. 3 Results

6.3.1

General observations

After 5 days in PBS solution fibres on 6 of the 8 TEM grids had all broken as
observed by optical microscopy. This breakage of most of the fibres does not appear
to be due to the complete degradation of the fibres since the broken fibre strands
could still be observed. However, the broken fibres were had snapped at some point
along their length. The variable nature of this breakage can be observed in the AFM
images of two similar but separate fibres located on the same TEM grid and imaged
after 13 days of PBS immersion (Figure 6.1). The degraded fibre (Figure 6.1, left)
appears to be completely cleaved off the rest of the fibre as shown at the bottom of
the image. The portion of the degraded fibre shown at the top of the image appears to
be drawn out into what looks like a necking phenomenon. In contrast, the other fibre
(Figure 6.1, right) appears completely intact and with no obvious signs of damage or
necking.

The breakage of the fibres is most likely due to an initial shrinkage in volume of
the fibres, which was observed previously for mats of electrospun PLGA fibres.4,8
The previous studies have shown a drop in planar mat area for electrospun PLGA
mats of up to 84% for PLGA 75:25 with a smaller drop in surface area of 11% for
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PLGA 90:10 after only 1 day of PBS immersion. This initial decrease in surface area
of the electrospun fibre mats was previously attributed to a thermally induced
crystallisation of the polymer chains during the 37oC PBS immersion which is just
below the reported Tg of PLGA 90:10 at 38oC.4 In the present study, with the fibres
being adhered to the TEM grid, this shrinkage has caused most of the fibres to break
after 5 days of PBS immersion.

Figure 6.1. AFM image of two similar but separate fibres from the same TEM grid after 13 days
of PBS immersion, the fibre in the left image shows significant degradation, while the fibre in
the right image appears untouched.

6.3.2

Cross-sectional area

The area change of the fibres with increasing PBS immersion time is shown in
Figure 6.2. Although there is no clear trend in the area change with degradation time,
in general the cross-sectional area of the fibres was slightly higher than the dry state.
It is difficult to conclusively determine whether observed mean area change of 15%
is real or the result of artefacts incurred during AFM imaging due to the large
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variation of the data and large standard deviation (SD). It also needs to be taken in to
account that the only fibres that could be successfully imaged were those that had not
already broken and become unstuck from the surface making them impossible to
image with the AFM. Therefore, the data presented here may not be truly indicative
of the area change that occurred in the most severely degraded (broken) fibres.
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Figure 6.2. The area change of PLGA 85:15 nanofibres during PBS immersion with the mean
and SD of the entire data set.

6.3.3

Young’s modulus

The Young’s modulus (E) of the fibres from dry (0 degradation time) to 20 days
of PBS immersion is presented in Figure 6.3. The cross-sectional areas used to
determine E were the same as the dry areas since the increase in area was
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inconclusive. Rather than present the average E with a standard deviation for each
time interval, the entire data set is presented to highlight the large difference
observed between identical fibres at increasing degradation time. From 2 days invitro degradation time fibres with E below 0.5 GPa appear while other fibres show
no significant change in E from the dry state. Again, similar to the fibres presented in
Figure 6.1 there appears to be large differences in how the fibres responded to the
PBS immersion without any apparent differences between the fibres. This large
variance is highlighted in Figure 6.3 by the E values depicted by a star, which
represent an example of individual portions along the length of the same fibre. It is
obvious from these results that there is no clear trend in the change in E of the
nanofibres during the 20 day immersion.
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Figure 6.3. The E of individual PLGA nanofibres from dry (0 soaking time) to 20 days of PBS
immersion. The values depicted as a star track the E of different portions of the same fibre over
time.
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Breaking and yield strains

The most significant and variable effect of the PBS immersion on the mechanical
properties of the individual PLGA nanofibres was observed in their breaking strain
(εb) and yield strain (εy) with typical stress strain curves shown in Figure 6.4. Figure
6.5 & Figure 6.6 show that a clear drop in the εb and εy of the PLGA nanofibres was
observed from 2 days PBS immersion, however, there was one fibre portion that was
not affected at all in terms of breaking strain up to 20 days of PBS immersion. The εy
was related to the εb in that fibres with a εy of less than 1% typically also had a
reduced εb of less than 50% (Figure 6.6, inset).
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Figure 6.4. Stress strain curves of different portions of the same fibre when dry and after 13 and
20 days of PBS immersion with inset showing the small strain region more clearly.
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Figure 6.5. The εb of individual PLGA nanofibres from dry (0 soaking time) to 20 days of being
immersed in PBS at 37 oC.
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Figure 6.6. The εy of individual PLGA nanofibres from dry (0 soaking time) to 20 days of PBS
immersion with inset showing the relationship between εy and εb.
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6. 4 Discussion

Due to the initial shrinkage of the fibres it is difficult to interpret the results
thoroughly. Shrinkage of electrospun PLGA mats has been previously observed
during aging at 37oC and was attributed to a thermally-induced crystallisation.4,8 In
the present study, the fibres were firmly glued to the TEM grid and the fracture of
many of the fibres can be attributed to their lengthwise shrinkage. The observed
changes in E, εb and εy could be due to the initial shrinking in length of the fibres
within 2 days of PBs immersion rather than any chemical degradation of the PLGA
itself. The E of PLGA 85:15 was shown to drop by ~33% from 3.75 GPa to 2.5 GPa
after 25 days PBS immersion.7 However, observing such a small change in E is
beyond the accuracy of the method presented here for individual PLGA nanofibres.
The appearance of significantly lowered E of PLGA 85:15 below 0.5 GPa may be
due to a much reduced cross sectional area at a necking point as shown by the AFM
image of the apparently necked PLGA nanofibre presented in Figure 6.1. The
significant drop in εy and εb of most of the fibres is most likely due to the fibres being
stretched due to the lengthwise shrinkage. For those fibres that remained intact and
were able to be tensile tested, the shrinkage was not large enough to break the fibre.
However, the shrinkage induces a pre-stress that brings the fibre close to its yield
point. In addition, the shrinkage may have resulted in local diameter variations,
similar to those observed in Figure 6.1, leading to stress concentrations that would
reduce the observed εy and εb. The cause of a small amount of fibres showing no drop
in any of their mechanical properties is unclear. These fibres may have had enough
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slack in them when initially being collected at the TEM grid to allow for some initial
shrinkage to occur without causing the fibre to neck, break or be significantly
stressed. Alternatively, an undetermined processing parameter could have caused
some fibres to be highly crystalline upon formation, reducing the amorphous regions
available for reorganisation and contraction.

These observations suggest that chemical degradation of the PLGA 85:15
nanofibres, in terms of chain scission leading to loss of small chain fragments, was
not enough to cause significant change in the mechanical properties after 20 days of
PBS immersion. This result is consistent with previous reports, which show that
despite an observed decrease in molecular weight, no significant mass change of
PLGA nanofibre mats with similar molecular ratios after up to 20 days of PBS
immersion.9,10

6. 5 Conclusions

The shrinkage of the PLGA nanofibres with the first few days of PBS immersion
appears to have been the major cause of any observed changes in the mechanical
properties of the individual nanofibres. The most significant outcome of the present
study is in terms of evaluating the usefulness of the AFM tensile testing method for
in situ studies. A major change to the current method needs to be adopted to achieve
any significant results from a study into the mechanical properties of individual
nanofibres whose dimensions change during testing. A way of allowing the fibres to
change in length without being constricted must be developed to prevent the fibres
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from being stretched, and hence, artificially affecting the mechanical properties of
the fibres before they have had a change to begin to physically break down. For
example, the gluing of fibres to the TEM grid support may need to be done after the
exposure time and before testing. Unfortunately, these additional studies were
beyond the scope of the present thesis.
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7.GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The preceding chapters of this thesis detailed a complete approach to measuring
the mechanical properties of individual electrospun nanofibres with the AFM.
Accurate knowledge of the individual fibres mechanical properties is key to both
predicting their suitability to particular applications and can provide some insight to
fundamental polymer mechanics. The practicalities of the method for individual fibre
mechanical testing were outlined in Chapter 2. Here, the use of a modified collector
electrode allows for the accurate collection of correctly aligned fibres rather than
relying on chance alone. Making use of disposable TEM grids to provide a ‘trench’
and the use of UV-curable glue to fix the fibres in place allows for a large throughput
of samples at minimal expense compared to previously published methods.

The essential step of cantilever lateral force calibration was then investigated in
Chapter 3. The use of a glass fibre of known dimensions for the one-step
determination of AFM cantilevers lateral conversion factor1 (αl in units of µN/V)
was chosen due to its simplicity and similarity, in terms of cantilever tip to fibre
contact, to the nanofibre mechanical tests. The glass fibre method additionally
allowed for a direct investigation of complicating factors such as the effect of tip
height contact point (hsb) and any nonlinearity of the AFM PSD. An ideal hse of 4 µm
was selected to increase the contact area between the fibre and the tip while not being
too high that large variations in αl occurred for small changes in hse. The PSD was
shown to be nonlinear which significantly shifted the measured αl by ~30% across
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the full range of the PSD but could be accounted for by fitting the measured nonlinearity to a 2nd order polynomial. The αl of cantilevers with a range of stiffnesses
were then calibrated in order to cater for polymers with a diverse range of
mechanical properties to be tested. Cantilevers with a higher αl provide a larger force
range with which to measure stiffer nanofibres while lower αl cantilevers provide a
finer force resolution for measuring the mechanical properties of softer nanofibres.

Using the cantilevers that were calibrated in Chapter 3, mechanical tests were then
carried out on individual electrospun nanofibres made from a diverse range of
polymers, the results of which were presented in Chapter 4. Initially, an appropriate
model needed to be chosen in order to correctly analyse the mechanical tests which
were carried out in a configuration similar to that used in a three-point bend test of
brittle materials at the bulk scale. After consultation with the literature along with
analysis of the nanofibre mechanical test raw data and experimental confirmation at
the bulk scale, (from mechanical tests on similar materials to the nanofibres that were
directly compared between tensile and three-point configurations) the nanofibres
were presumed to undergo purely axial tensile stretching.

The polymers studied ranged from being in the glassy (PS, PLGA and dry PAA)
to rubbery states (SIBS and wet SE) at room temperature. For all the glassy polymers
and SIBS, the modulus values of the nanofibres measured were in broad agreement
with the same materials on a bulk scale. Additionally, for these polymers, over the
range of cross-sectional areas measured there was no significant change in modulus.
However, this lack of an observed shift in nanofibre modulus from bulk values may
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be due to the poor accuracy and precision (typically ~45% SD) of the measurements.
The measurement of the nanofibre cross-sectional area by AFM at only a few points
along its length was identified as a possible large source of error. This may be
improved for future experiments by increasing the number of glue free sites at which
to image the fibres suspended on the bars of the TEM grid. Additionally, for the
glassy polymers and SIBS, the cross-sectional area did not significantly affect the
modulus. Alternatively SE showed a significant, two orders of magnitude increase in
modulus from bulk values which was also strongly increased with decreasing crosssectional area. Due to the complex nature of SE, and the rhTE protein it is made up
of, the cause of the increase in modulus could not be narrowed down to a single
mechanism. Possible contributions to the increase in modulus at the nanoscale could
be a change in the crosslink density of the SE hydrogel due to increasing protein
alignment induced by the electrospinning process, or denaturing of the protein by the
HFIP solvent used and also the electrospinning.

Interestingly all the glassy polymers, which are brittle at the bulk scale, showed
enhanced ductility as electrospun nanofibres. This brittle to ductile transition was
largely attributed to a lack of stress concentrating defects in the nanofibres.
Additionally, there has been a limited number of previous studies which suggest that
polymer chain alignment along the length of a fibre prevents cracks forming
perpendicular to the fibre axis, resulting in ductility of the normally brittle PS.2 The
limitations of the technique was highlighted by SIBS which did not break before the
strain limit of the AFM at ~300%. The breaking strain of SE was strongly affected
by the fibre cross sectional area, which like the modulus values, must be caused by
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an increase in cross-link density, however the cause of the increase in cross-link
density is unclear due to the complex nature of SE.

The degradation of individual electrospun PLGA nanofibres soaked in PBS at
37oC was investigated in Chapter 5. While the AFM was capable of carrying out
mechanical tests in aqueous solution and individual fibres could be tracked over
time, the large initial shrinkage of the PLGA nanofibres within the first day of PBS
immersion, combined with being pinned in place by the glue on the TEM grids,
caused a majority of the fibres to break or be significantly plastically deformed. This
shrinkage was due to the reorganisation of the polymer chains allowed by the close
proximity of the temperature to the Tg of PLGA (38oC). As a result, the cause of any
changes in the mechanical properties of the few remaining PLGA nanofibres could
not be distinguished from the initial shrinkage or the longer term chemical
degradation of the PLGA polymer chains. Future studies into the breakdown of
mechanical properties of individual PLGA nanofibres with chemical degradation will
require a method that allows the fibres to shrink after being heated above their Tg
before being pinned in place.

The development and mechanical properties of electrospun hydrogel nanofibres
synthesised from neat PAA by UVC radiation was presented in Chapter 6. The study
revealed that by excluding oxygen during UVC treatment of the PAA nanofibres, a
major reduction in chain scission reactions occurred while still producing the crosslinks required to form the PAA into a hydrogel. The cross-link density of the
nanofibres was shown to increase with increasing UVC radiation exposure time by
the concomitant decrease in the swelling ratio of the fibres in solutions of differing
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pH. The actuation force generated by the individual PAA nanofibres when held at
increasing constant pre-strains was then measured successfully for the first time.
Similar to bulk scale conducting polymers, actuation force decreased with increasing
pre-load strain due to the increase in stiffness of the hydrogel counteracting the
decrease in force from swelling and expanding.
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Appendix 1. Succinct guide to the determination of nanofibre
mechanical properties
1. Prepare the electrospun nanofibres, aligned perpendicular to the bars of a
TEM grid and glued in place as outlined in sections 2.3 and 2.4.
2. Calibrate the lateral conversion factor (α) of the AFM cantilever using a glass
fibre of known dimensions as a reference beam as outlined in chapter 3.
Ensure that factors such as the non-linearity of the PSD and fibre-cantilever
tip interaction height are accounted for.
3. Stretch the mounted nanofibre to break by laterally scanning the nanofibre at
its centre, as detailed in section 2.4
4. The data obtained from step 3 is lateral deflection (in volts as measured by the
AFM PSD) versus cantilever travel (in µm as measured by the AFM).
a. Normalise the lateral deflection to account for PSD non-linearity as
described in section 3.3.3 and convert it to a force (Fl) using the α
value determined in step 2.
b. Convert the force measured at the cantilever (Fl) to stress (σ) using
equation 4.2.
c. Convert the cantilever travel (x) to strain (ε) using equation 4.3 and l0
as measured from the calibrated optical image of the initial length of
the fibre.
5. Plot stress versus strain and obtain the mechanical properties, Young’s
modulus, yield and breaking stresses and strains from the curve.
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